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CIMdata News  
CIMdata Announces New PLM Leadership E-Learning Course  
5 May 2016 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 
that it has added a new E-learning course to its PLM Leadership education and training offerings.  
The new “PLM Basics” e-learning course, has been created to provide a way for the broader PLM 
community to experience CIMdata’s world-class PLM education opportunities. The PLM Basics e-
learning course is delivered through three self-paced, on-line educational sessions. Each session lasts for 
one hour and can be taken at a time that is convenient to the participant’s schedule. Each module has a 
related web-based individual assessment. Successful completion of the course and assessments leads to a 
Basic Certificate of PLM Leadership being award. 
Commenting on the addition of this new e-learning program to the CIMdata PLM Leadership education 
and training offerings, CIMdata’s president, Peter Bilello said that, “It has long been CIMdata’s desire to 
expand our education and training offerings to make PLM education and training available to a wider 
group of PLM professionals. The introduction of our first e-learning course will serve as a way of 
democratizing the availability of PLM education, while at the same time further enhancing our goal of 
providing high quality, non-biased education for today’s PLM professionals.” Mr. Bilello also stated 
that, “CIMdata has been working with the PLM industry for more than 30 years. Our consulting services 
and research expertise are known and respected around the world for their best practice-based content. 
CIMdata’s educational offerings draw on this vast knowledge and experience. Our new e-learning 
course leverages CIMdata’s internationally recognized five day PLM Certificate Program for Industrial 
Organizations and PLM Solution Providers.” 
For more information on CIMdata’s PLM Basics E-Learning Course visit 
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-basics-e-learning-course. 
About CIMdata 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-basics-e-learning
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CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 
an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 
world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 
incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 
CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 
competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 
provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 
company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 
worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia- 
Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 
Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CIMdata to Host Free Webinar on Materials Engineering & Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) 
for the Automotive Industry 
3 May 2016 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 
an upcoming free educational webinar, “Materials Engineering & PLM for the Automotive Industry.” 
The webinar will take place on June 9, 2016 at 11:00 a.m. (EDT) and will address how materials 
engineering impacts PLM and its use within the automotive and other similar industries.  
According to the webinar host, CIMdata’s President, Peter Bilello, “New materials and materials 
engineering in support of additive manufacturing, lite-weighting, and other topics are having and will 
continue to have a major impact on the automotive and other similar industries for years to come. As a 
result, PLM practitioners will need to learn how to support this emerging and critical innovation topic.” 
Peter Bilello has more than 25 years of experience in the development of business-enabling IT solutions 
for research, engineering, and manufacturing organizations worldwide. During this time, he has been 
directly involved with consultation on the selection, integration, and implementation of large-scale PLM 
solutions. He has authored numerous papers and research reports on PLM and related topics, and his 
articles, commentaries, and perspectives have appeared in publications throughout the Americas, 
Europe, and Asia. 
The webinar will be an hour long and those attending will: learn how new materials and materials 
engineering are impacting the product lifecycle; gain insight into PLM’s future support of materials 
engineering; and gain an understanding of how PLM and materials engineering support additive 
manufacturing. 
The webinar will be useful to PLM strategy and implementation managers, materials engineers, 
engineering managers, manufacturing engineers, PLM sponsors and champions, PLM program and 
project managers, PLM software and service providers, and anyone who wants to learn more about 
materials and PLM. 
During the webinar attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions about the topics discussed. To 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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find out more, visit: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/webinar-materials-
engineering-plm-for-the-automotive-industry. To register for the webinar 
visit: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/4573405790081064450  

Click here to return to Contents 

Peter Bilello, President of CIMdata, to be Featured in Webinar on Unleashing Product Data to the 
Enterprise 
4 May 2016 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 
that Peter Bilello, President, will take part in a webinar to discuss ways to democratize product 
information so that it is provided to everyone who needs it, when they need it, and throughout the 
product lifecycle. 
In this webcast, “PLM for All: Unleashing Product Data to the Enterprise,” attendees will learn how 
leveraging product data across teams will drive better actions and decisions that can provide significant 
business value. 
The webinar, which is hosted by PTC, will take place on Wednesday, May 11, 2016 at 11:00 a.m. EDT. 
To learn more and to register, visit http://bit.ly/PTCWebinar. 

Click here to return to Contents 

TCS Enables Connected Products Landscapes: a CIMdata Commentary 
4 May 2016  

The growth of complexity in products in recent years has been relentless and is accelerating. Embedded 
electronics and software within products is a key driver of additional complexity. Using embedded 
technology gives manufacturers a new way to add capabilities with enormous profit potential, but it is 
forcing them to work differently. CIMdata has always viewed electronics and software as an integral 
part of the product definition, but in most companies, mechanical, electronics, and software are usually 
designed in a loosely coupled manner, if not in disconnected silos. Integrating all aspects of the product 
definition is becoming necessary to compete in most markets. 
A simple example of the growing complexity is the automotive ignition key. Historically it consisted of 
a flat piece of metal and a big advancement was to mold plastic on one end to serve as a handle. Today’s 
key fob is a complex electro-mechanical device responsible for authentication and security via secure 
wireless signals. Manufacturers are now able to produce identical key fob assemblies and program each 
of them to work only with a single vehicle. In the old days unique physical keys needed to be 
manufactured for each car. 
A much more complex example is the autonomous or self-driving car. Automation needs to take over 
many functions that previously were done by humans. The advancement to making autonomous 
decisions in real-time based on the unpredictable environment external to the car is huge. And it has to 
be perfect or the autonomous vehicles will not be accepted.  
Modern cars are partitioned into many sub-systems: engine control, braking, steering, entertainment, 
communication, safety, and more. Autonomous operation requires a system to manage all these 
subsystems while accepting input from navigation systems, the external environment (traffic, 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/webinar-materials-engineering-plm-for-the-automotive-industry
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/webinar-materials-engineering-plm-for-the-automotive-industry
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/4573405790081064450
http://bit.ly/PTCWebinar
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pedestrians, emergency vehicles), and regulatory input (speed limits, stop signs, traffic lights, etc.). The 
autonomous decisions are implemented in software within embedded computers in the vehicles. These 
must correctly control physical systems to ensure safety and minimize liability.  
The proliferation of smart, connected products is happening quickly across most industries, not just 
automotive. Embedded technology is being incorporated in consumer and industrial products making for 
an exciting time to be alive. But, it also is stressful for those responsible for developing products on 
time, on budget, with the quality and features customers expect. 

Embedded Development 
Historically, embedded technology was created with purpose built computer technology and one-off 
software and then grafted onto mechanical components. Since this technology was expensive, it was 
primarily used in high-value products such as cars and airplanes. As computer developers drive down 
the cost of computing in line with Moore’s law, embedded technology including off the shelf processors 
and sensors are being incorporated into more and more products. Today only the most basic products 
don’t have electronics and software, and as the Internet of Things grows, more and more low priced 
products will become smart and connected. 
Using electronics, software, and the cloud to add features to products can reduce cost and make products 
easier to differentiate when compared to using purely mechanical or physical solutions. Replacing a 
radio knob that controls volume with a slider on a screen reduces manufacturing cost by eliminating 
several physical components. Electronics are usually more reliable than mechanical solutions reducing 
warranty and maintenance costs, however different skill sets are required to develop and manage the 
additional complexity.  
While software features have low manufacturing cost, and can enable capabilities that are impossible to 
create in the mechanical world alone, there are downsides. Coordinating the development of electronics, 
software, mechanical, and cloud technology can be extremely complicated. Few organizations have all 
the skills needed, so portions of product development and production are commonly outsourced to a 
supply chain. Incorporating embedded technology can add additional regulatory requirements, again 
added to complexity. 
The automotive domain landscape is comprised of areas which include conventional as well as hybrid 
and electric powertrains, body and chassis electronics, safety, infotainment, advanced driver assistance 
systems (ADAS), and diagnostics. Each domain interacts within and across other domains.  
Embedded technology uses a wide variety of tools and processes ranging from chip and circuit board 
design, wiring and cabling design, software development, and system modeling to simulate the 
interaction and integration of communications, controls, sensors, and actuators. CIMdata has seen an 
explosion of interest in the systems engineering discipline to manage the complexity of smart connected 
products. In addition to design, systems engineering can model and manage the complete development 
cycle from requirements through design, testing, validation, and production, helping ensure that products 
will meet requirements and be successful. 
For companies just starting down the embedded technology path or experienced companies looking to 
improve their processes CIMdata recommends consideration of several key elements. First take a 
holistic view of your product using a modern systems engineering viewpoint. Choose supporting 
technology carefully and ensure the implementation is sustainable and flexible. Finally, don’t feel that 
you have to do it all, partnering is common in the electronics and other industries so partners and 
subcontractors are available to get necessary competencies. 
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TCS’s Embedded Offerings  
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) is one of the largest global enterprises focused on providing IT 
services, consulting, and business solutions. Their over 340,000 employees support virtually all 
industries. They have over 5,000 specialists supporting embedded technology within a variety of 
industry verticals including automotive, aerospace and defense, and industrial and high-tech, and have 
competency centers that do a range of embedded related R&D and provide services from chip design 
and product engineering through production. 
Figure 1 shows the range of services TCS can provide to their clients. They have experience from 
concept through production to help OEMs and component manufacturers succeed in the market. Their 
offerings span the value chain represented in the systems engineering Vee cycle, a common way to 
represent processes used in complex product development as shown in Figure 2. In addition to hardware 
prototype design and low volume manufacturing, TCS also develops and supports cloud-based 
connected solutions that can transform business models. At CIMdata, we see many industrial clients 
leveraging cloud services to generate new high margin revenue streams. 
TCS has both service provider and actual practitioner experience to draw from to solve customer 
problems. Their engineering teams partner across the entire systems engineering Vee cycle or at a 
specific phase as required. In addition, they provide support to the top global manufacturers in a variety 
of areas including IT and systems integration support, as well as PLM solutions. They have developed 
intellectual property across domains such as defense targeting, wireless charging, automotive safety 
algorithms, powertrain electronic throttle controls, infotainment, and ADAS systems. CIMdata is 
looking forward to reviewing more case studies on TCS’s successes. 
TCS Embedded Solutions support most aspects of in-vehicle electronics development, including product 
development, hardware design, development and prototyping, verification and validation, qualification 
and certification, model-based development, AUTOSAR implementation, and functional safety lifecycle 
management. Their software expertise ranges from firmware through operating systems, middleware, 
applications, and cloud services, the full embedded technology stack. 
TCS in collaboration with its R&D practice has also developed a Software Product, TCS ECA 
(Embedded Code Analyzer) for static analysis of embedded software. This analyzer uses a variety of 
techniques to detect critical and hard to find defects to offer better product quality while balancing 
precision, scalability, and performance.  
TCS has set up a manufacturing facility in Goa, India for prototype development and for low volume 
manufacturing. TCS is proud of their state of the art equipment, soft tools, and manufacturing processes 
organized to support the product development lifecycle. They recently developed a new vehicle 
diagnostic device, of which 20,000 devices have been delivered. For this product TCS also carried out 
environmental and compliance testing and certification for 76 countries. TCS also has a strong 
partnering record with more than 70 patents co-authored with customers. They have long-term 
relationships with customers, especially within the automotive industry, in some cases up to 15 years. 
CIMdata sees TCS as a good partner, one that is committed to the success of their customers, but it will 
be interesting to see how their relationships with partners evolve if TCS continues to develop and deliver 
products. 

Summary  
Consumer and industrial products are evolving at a rapid pace by incorporating embedded technology. 
These new products have features that people didn’t even know they needed, and now are nearly 
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indispensable, like GPS and real-time traffic navigation. But, the pressure of new product requirements 
and increased product complexity placed on product producers is enormous. If they don’t adapt to these 
new challenges of product development, they run the risk of going out of business.  
To address the new challenges, leveraging suppliers and developing partnerships is a sound strategy. 
TCS has a long history of helping customers with embedded hardware and software product 
development. Based on CIMdata’s PLM and Industrial consulting experience, we believe TCS has the 
skills and experience to help companies bring products with embedded electronics and software to 
market. CIMdata recommends that if you need help in developing such a smart, connected product 
quickly or if you need to transform your PLM landscape to align it to the changing nature of product 
development, you should consider TCS. 

About CIMdata 
CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 
enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-
practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 
education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 
at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 
USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 
Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Acquisitions  
Oracle Buys Opower 
2 May 2016 

Oracle today announced that it has entered into a definitive agreement to acquire Opower, the leading 
provider of customer engagement and energy efficiency cloud services to utilities, for $10.30 per share 
in cash. The transaction is valued at approximately $532 million, net of Opower’s cash. 
Opower’s solutions enable over 100 global utilities, such as PG&E, Exelon and National Grid, to deliver 
a modern digital customer experience. Opower’s big data platform stores and analyzes over 600 billion 
meter reads from 60 million utility end customers, enabling utilities to proactively meet regulatory 
requirements, decrease the cost to serve, and improve customer satisfaction. 
“Utilities want modern technology solutions that work together to meet their evolving customer, 
operational and compliance needs,” said Rodger Smith, Senior Vice President and General Manager, 
Oracle Utilities Global Business Unit. “Together, Oracle Utilities and Opower will be the largest 
provider of mission-critical cloud services to utilities.” 
“The combination will provide the industry with the most modern, complete cloud applications for the 
entire utility value chain, from meter to grid to end-customers," said Dan Yates, Chief Executive Officer 
and Co-Founder, Opower. "We are excited to join Oracle and to bring even more value to our customers 
as part of the Oracle Utilities Industry Cloud Platform." 
The Board of Directors of Opower has unanimously approved the transaction. The transaction is 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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expected to close in 2016, subject to Opower’s stockholders tendering a majority of Opower’s 
outstanding shares and derivative securities exercised prior to the closing of the tender offer, certain 
regulatory approvals and other customary closing conditions. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
Accenture Receives Two 2016 SAP Pinnacle Awards: Internet of Things Partner of the Year and 
Services Provider of the Year 
4 May 2016 

Accenture has received two 2016 SAP® Pinnacle Awards, Services Provider of the Year and Internet of 
Things Partner of the Year, which recognize its outstanding contributions as an SAP alliance partner. 
SAP presents these awards annually to the top alliance partners that have excelled in developing and 
growing their alliance with SAP and helping organizations run better. Winners and finalists in 19 
categories were chosen based on recommendations from the SAP field, customer feedback and 
performance indicators in the following umbrella categories: Build, Service, and Sell. 

“Winning two SAP Pinnacle Awards this year is a testament to Accenture’s continued efforts in 
leveraging new technologies in order to deliver true business value to our clients,” said Christophe 
Mouille, senior managing director of SAP business, Accenture. “Demonstrating our leadership in the 
space, we are the first company to be named Internet of Things Partner of the Year. This – along with 
the recognition we received for our comprehensive capabilities and client success with cloud services, 
SAP HANA, big data solutions, advanced analytics and mobile solutions – highlights the impact of 
our collaboration with SAP around S4/HANA and builds on the success of our existing Accenture and 
SAP Business Solutions Group.” 
Accenture has received numerous global and regional SAP partner awards (more than 60 since 2015), 
and 32 SAP Pinnacle Awards since the awards were first introduced. Accenture has one of the largest 
practices in the world dedicated to SAP solutions, with more than 46,000 skilled professionals delivering 
projects each year to clients around the globe. 
Kevin Ichhpurani, executive vice president of SAP Strategic Business Development & Global 
Ecosystem added, “The SAP Pinnacle Award winners represent the very best in our alliance partner 
community, and we congratulate Accenture for two well-deserved 2016 SAP Pinnacle Awards.” 
SAP Pinnacle Awards shine a spotlight on SAP’s alliance partners’ remarkable contributions, 
acknowledging their dedication to teamwork, innovative approach and capacity to challenge what is 
possible to help customers achieve their goals. Award winners will be formally recognized at the SAP 
Global Partner Summit being held on May 16, in conjunction with SAPPHIRE® NOW, SAP’s 
international customer conference being held in Orlando, Fla., May 17–19. 

Click here to return to Contents 

EOS Expands U.S. Presence with Opening of New Facility in Texas  
4 May 2016 

EOS, a global technology and quality leader for high-end solutions in additive manufacturing (AM), is 
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holding a ribbon cutting ceremony today to mark the grand opening of their newest U.S. facility in 
Pflugerville, Texas. The event precedes the celebration of the company’s 27th anniversary this summer. 
The primary function of the Pflugerville location is to provide increased service and support for EOS’ 
growing North America market, which topped $100 million in fiscal year 2015. Among the site’s special 
offerings are an innovations laboratory (iLab), where EOS application engineers interact directly with 
customers, a working showroom containing the full range of the company’s AM systems, and an AM 
Ventures division to help bring start-up ideas to reality. 
“The opening of our Pflugerville facility helps us deliver even better and faster service and support to 
our regional customers,” says Glynn Fletcher, president of EOS North America, Inc. “EOS has a 
company-wide goal of continually improving systems, materials, and process solutions wherever we 
operate. Pflugerville’s location near Austin, one of the fastest growing technology hubs in the U.S., 
allows us to make connections with some of the most notable technology organizations and schools in 
the nation and enables a high-level, optimum response to our customers’ needs across multiple time-
zones.” 
EOS has experienced substantial global growth in recent years—and particularly within the U.S. “Our 
Pflugerville investment is a direct reflection of our ongoing success,” says EOS Founder and CEO, Dr. 
Hans J. Langer. “Additive manufacturing is rapidly becoming a more widely accepted solution to 
complex manufacturing requirements across a broad spectrum of industries. We’ve recently sold our 
2100th system, worldwide. With almost three decades of dedication to AM technology development, our 
company is committed to upholding the highest quality standards in our field.” 
The Pflugerville operation incorporates the following: 
·        iLab – Here materials and systems testing will support EOS experts as they directly work with 
customers and identify tailored solutions that overcome design and manufacturing hurdles for specific 
end parts. 
·        AM Ventures – This entity helps people get their ideas to market using AM. AM Ventures 
develops the manufacturing side of an idea, while the startup handles marketing and sales. This program 
is the first of its kind for EOS globally. 
·        Working Showroom – Containing all EOS systems—from the smaller EOS M 100 metal system to 
the larger EOS M 400 system, as well as small and large plastic systems—the showroom provides 
benchmarking and hands-on training for customers, as well as “AM Experience” tours. 
·        Regional System Modifications – Custom modifications to systems or software are performed in-
house. 
·        Service Hotline and Aftermarket Ordering – This serves as a distribution hub for consumables 
such as filters and materials. 
·        Application Consulting – Experts work directly with potential and existing customers to determine 
if an application is conducive for AM, helping them identify their end-product goals. 
EOS has over 100 employees in North America, with 30 field service engineers; the company has had a 
U.S. presence since 2001. Pflugerville is opening with approximately 30 employees, a number that is 
expected to double within the next two years. EOS Materials, also known as Advanced Laser Materials 
(ALM), dedicated to the production and blending of polymer powder for both EOS systems and other 
powder-based AM technologies, will remain in Temple, TX. 
The Novi, MI site will also remain as an important regional technical center for EOS of North America, 
Inc. Future plans to further expand within the U.S. include the Boston and Northern California regions.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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Fujitsu Drives Digital Transformation across the Industrial Internet of Things 
2 May 2016 

As the Internet of Things (IoT) continues to expand into every aspect of work and life, Fujitsu is 
highlighting its cutting-edge contributions to the advancement of next-generation, connected solutions 
that are helping industrial businesses enhance safety and streamline productivity. Fujitsu will be 
discussing and sharing many of these connected solutions and services in Orlando, Florida at the US 
stop of Fujitsu World Tour on May 5, 2016. 
IoT-enabled devices in factories and businesses currently represent a significant part of the market, and 
by 2025, 37 percent ($2.3 trillion) of the $6.2-trillion IoT market is expected to consist of devices used 
in manufacturing applications1. Fujitsu plays a key role in the development of this hyper-connected 
world, working with customers to increase efficiency through the development of sophisticated devices 
and systems for industries such as farming and manufacturing as well as placing a focus on workplace 
safety. 

"The Internet of Things is changing the way we work in every way and in every industry," shared Alex 
Attal, executive vice president of Business Application Services at Fujitsu America, Inc. "Fujitsu is 
utilizing IoT to help manufacturers – specializing in everything from food and agriculture to tools and 
warehouses – to streamline people and processes, further bettering the bottom line and productivity. To 
achieve the digital transformation that is fundamental to the business growth of every organization 
requires enterprises to be digitally enabled from end to end. Mobility plays a central role – from 
workplace solutions, wearable technologies and sensors, to cloud computing. That's why technology 
needs to be where the people are – not the other way round – to support and empower people, naturally 
and unobtrusively." 

Thirty-five percent of US manufacturers are currently collecting and using data generated by smart 
sensors to enhance manufacturing/operating processes2. One of the biggest challenges manufacturers 
face is implementing up-to-date technology within older machines. Machinery for any manufacturer is a 
costly and lengthy investment, taking years before a piece of equipment is retired or replaced, but with 
IoT solutions from GlobeRanger3, a Fujitsu-owned RFID software and solutions company, older 
equipment can be easily outfitted to become a connected device. The company's GR-AWARE™ 
platform, for instance, easily incorporates asset management information into business operations and 
legacy systems, allowing the creation of business processing rules, management of exceptions, 
triggering of alerts and notifications, as well as production of a variety of real-time reports. 

IoT solutions are enabling more transparency in the supply chain. By implementing IoT solutions, 
manufacturers are able to receive real-time data helping to manage a warehouse or supply chain more 
effectively and efficiently. For example, the perishable products industry has witnessed an alarming 
amount of contamination and spoilage in recent years. By implementing connected devices into the 
process, manufacturers are able to track production end-to-end, ensuring quality products and helping to 
protect their reputation. 

One of the U.S.' largest sour cream manufacturers was one of the initial companies to participate in an 
RFID-compliance initiative sponsored by a leading global big-box retailer. Through use of an iMotion™ 
Edgeware platform from GlobeRanger, the company was able to deploy a sophisticated tracking system 
that allowed information to be sent to drivers regarding where to deliver loads, recording transactions, 
loT information ND expiration date – keeping tabs on the entire process of finished goods to shipping. 
One of the newest trends in agriculture is for farmers to utilize predictive analytics on real-time data 
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about weather, soil and air quality, crop maturity, equipment and labor costs for making smarter 
decisions. This is a market that is expected to grow to $3.7 billion by 20184. Fujitsu is working to 
support this new industrial enterprise approach that brings improvements to agriculture and food 
markets through the use of connected devices, like RFID tags and wearables. 
Addressing this emerging trend, Fujitsu released an innovative and critically acclaimed offering known 
as GYUHO SaaS5 – better known to many as "The Connected Cow." This demonstrates Agricultural 
IoT at its finest. By utilizing IoT technology, ranchers were able to determine that cows increased their 
activity/steps when they were in season (known as the estrus cycle) and ready to mate. As a result of the 
information collected - via a pedometer that relays step count data via the internet, analyzed in the cloud, 
and generates an email alert when there are signs of increased stepping - ranchers are then able to 
artificially inseminate the cows at the optimal time, increasing chances of breeding more cows than 
bulls. This increases the production of milk and thus allows ranchers to manage their dairy demands 
efficiently, thanks to the data collected through the wearable device.   
This system has been rolled out successfully in Japan, as well as farms in South Korea. Additionally, test 
trials of GYUHO SaaS are currently underway in Poland, Turkey and Romania. Poland's National 
Research Institute of Animal Production chose GYUHO SaaS after determining that the estrus detection 
rate was higher than the other solutions evaluated. 
In 2014, there were three million nonfatal workplace injuries and illnesses reported by private industry 
employers6. To this end, Fujitsu is working to develop UBIQUITOUSWARE7 devices, which utilize 
IoT technology like location badges and tags (indoor/outdoor) and vital-sign sensing bands, including 
the user's heat stress based on their location, acceleration, temperature, and humidity, all while 
connecting to a remote monitoring station. 
UBIQUITOUSWARE is ideal for monitoring workers' vitals in remote locations or labor intensive 
scenarios. For instance, those working remotely on a wind turbine can be monitored using a band that 
not only collects their vitals, but can also monitor rapid changes in barometric pressure and motions that 
would signal a fall by the wearer. Additionally, UBIQUITOUSWARE can be beneficial for those 
working in labor-intensive warehouses or factories. The band can estimate the physical load on a body 
based on changes in the wearer's pulse, and can trigger alerts when the wearer is overloaded, helping to 
eliminate on-the-job injuries. 
Robert Ryan, Chief Innovation Officer, BAS, Fujitsu Americas, says: "We're witnessing the evolution of 
a hyper-connected world, with emerging technologies fueling connections between people, processes, 
things and information. Fujitsu is proud to be a leader in advancing a more human-centric workforce by 
melding together IoT, equipment and people for the betterment of enterprises, their employees and of 
course, the consumer." 

Click here to return to Contents 

General Electric Leverages ANSYS to Help Reduce Development Cycle Time For Innovative Product 
Performance 
3 May 2016 

Future General Electric Co. customers will benefit from innovative and reliable products with reduced 
risk and unplanned downtime as never before thanks to a new agreement between the company and 
ANSYS. 
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The new agreement expands GE's use of ANSYS engineering simulation solutions to accommodate 
its November 2015 acquisition of Alstom's Power and Grid businesses. It enables GE to realize 
synergistic savings through tool consolidation, while still growing the number of ANSYS solutions used 
in product development and analysis, product quality, and testing. This use of Simulation Driven 
Product Development™ has already reduced cycle times by 33 percent, an even further reduction is 
expected as a result of this investment. 
The deal also expands beyond product development into operations, a key element to GE's Predix 
Industrial Internet platform. Predix is the world's only industrial cloud offering designed specifically for 
industrial data and analytics across such industries as aviation, transportation, oil and gas, and 
healthcare. Organizations use this platform to create innovative Industrial Internet applications that turn 
real-time operational data into insights for better and faster decision making while maximizing machine 
efficiency. 
ANSYS' industry-leading portfolio of engineering simulation software will collaborate with GE Power 
Engineering to pilot "simulation as a service," enabling companies to analyze the performance of smart 
machines in real-world operating conditions, then make confident predictions about future performance. 
Physics-based simulation with big data analytics and industrial devices augmented with embedded 
intelligence can reduce risk, avoid unplanned downtime and speed up new product development.   
"By collaborating with ANSYS, we're better able to deliver the world the most advanced products to 
power the world and support the GE Digital Thread strategy," said John Lammas, vice president, gas 
power systems technology and chief technology officer of GE Power. 
"The industry is in the midst of a revolution in manufacturing and product innovation," said Walid Abu-
Hadba, chief product officer at ANSYS. "With our new agreement in hand, GE and ANSYS will help to 
usher in this new age of Internet of Things and Industry 4.0, enabling organizations to innovate like 
never before while delivering on their promise to deliver the most robust and reliable products ever 
imagined." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Gerber Technology's Digital Solution Links Data, Smart Machines to Drive Mass Production and 
Mass Customization 
3 May 2016 

Gerber Technology is showcasing its Digital Solution at the Texprocess Americas show in Atlanta. 

Apparel and industrial companies are under significant competitive pressures to design, develop and 
produce their products faster and more efficiently while ensuring they get the right products to market at 
the right time and at the right price. Whether producing volume for the masses or customizing small lots, 
companies are struggling because of an inability to move data from process to process and machine to 
machine. At Texprocess, Gerber will demonstrate each step of its Digital Solution to illustrate how 
companies can network their software and smart machines to form an end-to-end solution to help meet 
the workflow challenges of mass production and mass customization. 
"Regardless, if you're producing 10,000 shirts a day or personalizing jerseys for a sports team, the key to 
success is a digitized network that allows you to move information throughout your supply chain down 
to the equipment level and back," said Mike Elia, CEO of Gerber Technology. Elia continued, 
"Integrating the flow of data and leveraging IoT technology provides companies with the valuable 
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insight they need to remain agile and optimize their supply chain." 
The hub of Gerber's Digital Solution is YuniquePLM® product lifecycle management software. Serving 
as a central repository of critical data, YuniquePLM eliminates problems companies often face when 
using multiple Excel® spreadsheets or tracking documents to communicate throughout the stages of 
product development and management. YuniquePLM creates a single version of the truth, connecting a 
company's creative process with their supply chain and production processes. 
YuniquePLM transfers data to AccuMark® and AccuPlan™, Gerber's industry leading intelligent 
pattern design, grading, marker making and production planning software. At this critical design stage, 
global teams can leverage Gerber's AccuMark 3D to collaborate in a virtual environment, annotating and 
making revisions to a design to create a virtual sample – eliminating cost and time associated with 
making physical samples. Once the design is finalized, the data from the design files is run through 
AccuPlan to generate a marker and optimize material utilization. 
Since Gerber's Digital Solution architecture uses common file structures, data can easily be passed to the 
cut room, where smart machines, like the GERBERspreader™ XLs series and Paragon® line of multi-
ply GERBERcutters®, can process the order with a simple barcode scan. A closed looped, end-to-end 
Digital Solutions like Gerber's that integrates software and smart machines, allows companies to 
automate their entire process and streamline data and workflow necessary to provide insight, maximize 
throughput, minimize errors and reduce labor costs to be competitive in mass production environments. 
While many segments of the garment industry utilize this mass automation approach, Gerber also sees 
continued growth in personalized apparel around the globe. To successfully address this trend, 
manufacturers will need to leverage digitized networks to meet the challenges of mass customization, or 
made-to-measure environments, while optimizing their inventory levels. Here again, closed-loop 
networks like Gerber's Digital Solution make it possible to transfer data from the design room to smart 
machines capable of executing print-to-cut, completed made-to-measure and matching operations. At 
Texprocess, Gerber will demonstrate how AccuMark software integrated with 
Gerber's ContourVision™ and the GERBERcutter Z1 can execute scan-to-cut operations. 
To learn more about Gerber's vision: 

• Visit Gerber Technology at booth 733 to see their Digital Solution in action, integrating software 
and smart machines for mass production and mass customization. 

• Visit SoftWear Automation at booth 749 and take a factory tour to learn how Gerber and 
SoftWear's vision of the "Factory of the Future" empowers automation. 

• Attend the SPESA Texprocess Symposium on Tuesday, May 3 between 1:30 - 4:00 p.m. to hear 
Todd Rhodes, Gerber Technology's vice president and general manager of automation 
solutions, speak about "Managing Data and Integrating Technologies to Achieve Optimum 
Results." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Graphite One Produces Exemplary Spherical Graphite Samples from Purified STAX Graphite 
5 May 2016 

Graphite One Resources Inc. announced today the successful production of premium grade spheroidized 
graphite (SPG) from 99.98% Cg purified graphite, with yields in the first-run trial averaging 
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74.6%. Independent, Toronto-based, industry consultants TRU Group Inc. first identified the 
characteristics of the Company's STAX graphite - the acronym used to 
describe Spheroidal, Thin, Aggregate and eXpanded naturally occurring morphologies in the graphite 
sourced from the Company's Graphite Creek deposit near Nome, Alaska. 
TRU is directing the Company's testwork programs. The current testwork provides strong confirmatory 
evidence of the properties of STAX Graphite in SPG product format. 

• Exploratory Product Development Test Work Supports Unmilled, Uncoated Material in the 
Premium SPG Range 

• SPG Yield in the Test Work is Averaging More Than 74% 

• Results Suggest Processing of Graphite Creek STAX Graphite is Potentially Much Less Energy-
Intensive Than Conventional Flake Graphite 

• Physical Properties of Unmilled Graphite One SPG with Respect to Size, Size Range, 
Morphology, and Various Density Measurements Conform to EV Battery Requirements 

• Results of Phases 1-5 Will be Integrated into PEA, On Track for End of June 
"The fact that our unmilled material processes into premium SPG with a high yield is excellent news," 
said Anthony Huston, CEO of Graphite One. "We are very pleased with the yields of 74.6% from our 
first-run trials given that typical yields of spherical graphite are 30% to 40%, depending on the quality of 
the graphite, the type of equipment used, and the analyst's experience in adjusting processing 
parameters." 
TRU Group's test work findings point to potentially much less energy-intensive processing of Graphite 
Creek graphite into SPG compared to conventional flake graphite. Huston noted: "The unmilled material 
is clearly spheroidal, with particle size distribution that conforms to the requirements for EV 
batteries. Given the potential energy efficiencies we are seeing in our process, at a time when EV battery 
users see lower cost as the key to broader acceptance of electric and hybrid vehicles." 
Pending results from the Phase 5 coin cell tests will provide preliminary electrochemical performance 
metrics of the Graphite One SPG. 
Previously, the Company produced a rough concentrate from surface ore samples that was successfully 
purified to at least 99.98%+ C which became the feed material for Phase 4 work. Phase 4 involved: 

• Processing purified STAX material into two batches -- one that involved air milling and 
spheroidizing, and one that was directly fed unmilled into the spheroidizing mill. 

• Analyzing the SPG samples for various characteristics (including Tap Density, True Density, 
Scott Volume, BET surface area, and Mass Per Size-Class). 

• Observing that the physical properties of the unmilled SPG sample showed superior quality, with 
very high Tap Density (1.17 g/cc), Scott Volume (0.76 g/cc), and True Density (2.24 g/cc) for 
the uncoated product, while the coated BET surface area was also very low at 1 m2/g. 

• Establishing that the yield from the size cuts exhibiting physical properties which conform with 
the product specifications of SPG for EV applications being potentially very high at 74.6%. 

These first-run non-optimized trials will provide baseline parameters that will be applied in second 
round product development testwork planned for the Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) which 
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will corroborate processing and performance metrics and also confirm reproducibility of the current 
results. 
Such coincident high values in Tap Density in conjunction with high Scott volume are rarely observed in 
other spherical graphites. Graphite One uncoated SPG Tap Density is on par or higher than its synthetic 
analogues while the Graphite One uncoated SPG Scott Volume compares to a high quality coated 
product. 
The Company's Graphite Creek Product Development Program is segmented into 5 phases, focused on 
generating preliminary materials performance data related to graphite concentrate purification, milling, 
spheroidizing, and coating, as well as establishing the electrochemistry of the coated spherical graphite 
finished product. These findings are providing baseline parameters to lead the Company's next stage 
product development testwork that will be incorporated into the Company's PEA. Sample material is 
being produced with the goal of providing for potential end-user evaluation. Spherical graphite is used 
mainly in lithium-ion batteries, the main demand-driver being electric and hybrid vehicles. 
Phase 5, currently in progress, focuses on manufacturing coin cells, generating electrochemical 
performance data for the coin cells (coated spherical graphite), and demonstrating the potential 
reversible capacity of the coated spherical graphite product in relation to the theoretical maximum for 
graphite, for a preliminary assessment of the spherical graphite quality and performance benchmark as 
anode material. 
The sample material utilized in this test work was obtained in the Company's 2012 surface bulk 
sampling program (see PR September 6, 2012 for description and location map). The sample originated 
from the historic mine adits, trenches and outcrops of Zones 1 and 2 of the Graphite Creek graphite 
deposit, within the area of the Indicated Mineral Resource. Sample Bulk04 was collected from the 
workings east of Graphite Creek and totaled almost 785 kg.  
In parallel to the Company's product development work, mineral processing testwork under TRU 
Group's direction is currently underway to examine the production of high purity concentrate by the 
most efficient and least energy-intensive means for graphite liberation and concentration. This testwork 
is slated to be completed in June 2016 and will provide additional quantities of graphite concentrate that 
will be used in follow-up spheroidization and electrochemical performance trials with coated and 
uncoated SPG. 
These optimized processing and product development test results will form the basis for the Graphite 
Creek PEA. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Saudi Aramco, PNU and Wipro Inaugurate First All-Women Business & Technology Park in Saudi 
Arabia 
1 May 2016 

Saudi Aramco, Princess Nourah University (PNU) and Wipro Arabia Limited, a subsidiary of Wipro 
Limited, today inaugurated the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia's first all women Business & Technology 
Park. The project is expected to create nearly 21,000 jobs for Saudi women over a period of ten years. 
The Women's Business Park (WBP) is a result of a joint venture between Princess Nourah University 
(PNU), the largest women's university in the world and Wipro Arabia Ltd. Saudi Aramco is the strategic 
advisor and anchor of this initiative. Dedicated to working women, this business park is a first of its kind 
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project aimed at providing knowledge-based employment for women in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 
The joint venture agreement was signed today at a ceremony held at PNU, attended by H.E the Minister 
of Education, Dr. Ahmad Al-Issa, PNU Rector, H.E Dr. Huda Al-Ameel, Saudi Aramco President & 
Chief Executive Officer Mr. Amin H. Nasser, and Mr. Azim Premji, Chairman of Wipro Limited. 
The Women’s Business Park is envisioned to be the largest Engineering Drafting Services, Business 
Process Services and Information Technology hub in the region for a number of industry sectors 
including Oil & Gas, Manufacturing, Government, Healthcare, Telecom and Construction. 
The idea of the business park was conceived in September 2014 when Saudi Aramco signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding with PNU. Wipro joined the partnership because of its experience in 
managing talent and providing IT services to a multi-industry customer base. The joint venture will be 
responsible for developing the park's facilities and infrastructure as well as training and employing up to 
21,000 Saudi women. 
Dr. Huda Al-Ameel, Rector of Princess Nourah University said, "The goal of the Women's Business 
Park is to create 21,000 jobs by 2025 and give women a critical role to play in a way that serves the 
objectives of the nation and to build a knowledge economy with societal and international partnerships. 
We also aim to provide a start-up eco-system to upcoming entrepreneurial ventures. In a country where 
women represent about 60% of all university graduates, but less than 15% of the country's workforce, 
the Women's Business Park is poised to be a milestone initiative." 
Mr. Amin H. Nasser, President and Chief Executive Officer of Saudi Aramco said, "As a strategic 
consultant to the Women's Business Park, we are happy to lend our expertise in the creation of world 
class facilities to empower Saudi women. This initiative is the result of a successful consortium among 
three respected entities and we appreciate the efforts involved in creating this one of a kind facility in the 
Kingdom." 
Speaking about this partnership, Mr. Azim Premji, Chairman of Wipro Limited said, "Wipro has always 
extended support to the cause of women empowerment and it is our endeavor to foster an environment 
that encourages and enables more women to participate in business and tap their leadership potential. It 
has been more than a decade since Wipro began its operations in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and 
localization has always been an important aspect of our business strategy here. We are happy to be a 
partner in this initiative which strongly aligns with our values." 
The park will be developed in the iconic PNU premises, and will include entrepreneur incubators, 
daycare centers and a one-stop coordination center for government transactions. 

Click here to return to Contents 

SENER and ESI GROUP Close Agreement to Market the IC.IDO Virtual Reality Solution, Integrate 
with the FORAN System 
4 May 2016 

The global company ESI Group, a leading virtual prototyping and testing software developer, has joined 
efforts with SENER, a company at the forefront of marine engineering and the development of 
CAD/CAM system for the shipbuilding industry, with the aim of marketing and integrating their 
respective solutions, IC.IDO and FORAN. 
Nowadays shipbuilding is dominated by vessels with highly complex and sophisticated designs. There is 
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also a growing trend of distributing the engineering tasks between multiple remote agents, and a need to 
produce integrated designs for effective ships with no margin of error. In this global environment, where 
the engineering work is ever more frequently divided among different companies, ships need to be 
designed in a way that helps to integrate their engineering. FORAN, by SENER, is the only system that 
brings together all the design disciplines in a single solution, within a single work environment. Thanks 
to the agreement with ESI Group, SENER and ESI will begin a partnership to develop IC.IDO in the 
global marine market and will begin working to integrate this leading virtual reality product into 
FORAN. This will allow physical simulation in real time and guarantee realistic behavior, as well as an 
immersive user interface. The ability of the product to simulate movements, collisions and human 
models makes it possible to verify the entire assembly line and all the manufacturing and maintenance 
processes. 
As regards the partnership, Emilio Mencía de Miguel, COO of ESI Group, Hispania & South America, 
commented that: “The agreement reached between ESI Group and SENER for the shipbuilding is a 
strategic alliance that will exploit the synergies of both companies across the world, both on a 
commercial level and in terms of product development. FORAN is the most complete, advanced 
shipbuilding system on the market and its integration with the IC.IDO virtual reality system will create 
unique opportunities for collaboration and process integration in an immersive 3D environment that will 
further assist the decision-making processes of the different teams in the shipyard, or decision-making 
between these teams and the different design offices”. 
Meanwhile, Rafael de Góngora, General Manager of SENER Marine, stated that: “SENER is aware that 
the CAD/CAM system has become another standard tool in the ship production process and operational 
life cycle and therefore, to continue offering the best service to the marine industry, it seeks agreements 
with companies that have state-of-the-art technology solutions that complement FORAN and can be 
integrated into the system. And this is the case of IC.IDO.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

SPRING Technologies Opens New Office in Malaysia 
29 April 2016 

SPRING Technologies, developer of NCSIMUL SOLUTIONS, an All-in-One CNC Programming 
software suite including its innovative module NCSIMUL CAM, has appointed Eddie Wong to 
manage SPRING Technologies Malaysia. 
SPRING Malaysia is a newly formed company who officially started its operations this month. Based in 
Penang, Malaysia, it will be fully dedicated to marketing and supporting NCSIMUL SOLUTIONS in the 
Southeast-Asia region and countries giving a direct, fast and reliable service. 
Eddie Wong, Manager of SPRING Malaysia, has a wide experience in selling and supporting leading 
edge CAD/CAM technology to the Industry. 
His contribution to our NCSIMUL SOLUTIONS business on the Southeast-Asia Market will be 
significant to provide first-class support to all our customers and resellers building a mutual win-win 
relationship with the existing partners and the new ones. 
Commenting on the opening of this Office, Eddie Wong says: "We are very proud and honored to have 
joined SPRING Technologies Team. With the full backing of the SPRING team to support the needs of 
the Southeast-Asia market, we are convinced that both NCSIMUL MACHINE and NCSIMUL 
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CAM have a huge growth potential in our region." 
"Having new qualified members into our teams is the best long-term commitment SPRING 
Technologies can make. We are confident that SPRING Malaysia will make a very significant 
contribution to our NCSIMUL business in Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam..." says Eric 
LEMAIRE, SPRING Technologies A.P.A General Manager. "They will concentrate on providing first-
class support to our current and future resellers as well as end users in the area, while setting up a direct 
marketing presence on these markets." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Unify Expands Channel Program and Service Offerings Driving Growth for Thousands of Partners 
Globally 
3 May 2016 

Unify, the Atos brand for communications software and services, unveiled new programs and offerings 
to accelerate channel partner business growth at its annual Unify Partner Conference held recently 
in Barcelona, Spain. Addressing the audience of more than 250 global partners, Unify reaffirmed its 
ongoing commitment to being the partner of choice in the communications and collaborations industry. 
Unify continues to deliver on its intent to dramatically increase business through its global partner 
network, and today over 50 percent of Unify's product revenue is through the channel.  The recent 
appointment of industry and channel veteran Jon Pritchard to CEO of Unify confirms the company's 
ongoing commitment to strengthening its channel business and more firmly embedding partners within 
its business. In the past year, Unify's partner base has more than doubled in size to over 2,000 partners in 
more than 50 countries, along with 13 new distributors. 
Based on ongoing partner feedback, Unify made a number of improvements in key areas, including 
streamlining and simplifying the on-boarding process and experience, making it easier to do business 
with Unify. Unify has focused on reducing the time and requirements for partners to begin selling in 
order to achieve a faster time to revenue. Today, 80 percent of the partners that Unify on-boarded in the 
last 12 months are already actively selling. 
New specializations were added to the Unify Partner Program to help further differentiate and grow 
business in new markets, including the Health Station HiMed Specialization that was made available 
in December 2015. Additionally, Unify has made its large enterprise OpenScape portfolio available 
through distribution, enabling partners to access these solutions quicker and at a lower cost. 
Training and certification updates are another area of ongoing investment. Additional training courses 
are now available online, with all OpenScape Business training courses accessible via the web, helping 
to reduce travel costs and time. Unify has also reduced the large enterprise certification requirements 50 
percent, resulting in less investment for taking VUE certification tests. In total, between 20 and 56 days 
of required training have been eliminated by combining implementation and support certification 
requirements. Additionally, 11 authorized training partners have been added to Unify's training 
portfolio, bringing the total global number to 17. 
"Our team is excited about the opportunity to work with Unify and Atos more closely," said Brian 
Gendron, vice president of Large Enterprise Sales, Black Box Network Services.  "It's inspiring to see 
Unify remain so dedicated and responsive to the channel in a time of immense change. We're excited to 
see what's in store for the upcoming year and beyond." 
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Unify also introduced new tools and offerings to make it easier for partners to grow: 

• A new configure, price, quote (CPQ) tool delivers a seamless, automated solution for the design, 
pricing, proposal and ordering process. This user-friendly, SaaS-based tool provides a simplified 
interface for partners, thereby accelerating the sales cycle and reducing the complexity and time 
needed to produce Unify solution proposals. This reduces partner's total operating costs for 
selling Unify products. 

• New guided selling methodology and workflow integration to request special bids and technical 
approval are now available. 

• A new OpenScape Business software bundle offering to support customer requests and full 
solution selling approach. 

"Through Unify's annual Voice of the Partner survey, we suggested a number of enhancements to the 
partner program – mainly simplification and improving certain processes. We are delighted to see our 
views have been listened to," said Michael Brase, managing director of Telba GmbH , Germany. "In 
particular, we are looking forward to the benefits that the new configure, price, quote tool will afford our 
business. Not only will it speed up our sales cycle and streamline current processes, but it will also free 
up time that will allow us to focus on winning more business."  

"The new OpenScape Business promotions that were presented at the conference are very compelling – 
they will enable a smooth upgrade path to the latest version and via software support our customers can 
be confident they are benefitting from the latest features," added Iain Simpson, managing director of 
Active Voice and Data. 
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Wipro and Qlik Extend Global Alliance to Deliver Advanced Enterprise Analytics Implementations 
4 May 2016 

Wipro Ltd. and Qlik, a leader in visual analytics, today announced that the companies have extended 
their partnership to a global alliance and will work together to offer advanced enterprise analytics 
solutions to joint customers across industry sectors. 

Wipro’s competency in delivering end-to-end Business Intelligence (BI) solutions combined 
with QlikView®, Qlik’s market-leading data discovery solution, will widen the scope and scale of 
visualization solutions offered to customers. 

Wipro and Qlik have already developed several value-added BI and analytics solutions for customers, 
including a Field Performance Measurement Solution that provides business managers with a single 
view of the field agents’ performances. This solution, powered by Qlik, was developed by Wipro to 
visualize field scheduling system data in order to devise Key Performance Indicators. 

Commenting on the partnership Pallab Deb, Vice President and Global Head - Analytics, Wipro 
Limited said, “Data Visualization enables faster and better decision making for businesses and that is the 
reason why organizations across the globe are investing in newer and more sophisticated business 
intelligence solutions that incorporate visualization tools. QlikView® is a great platform. Wipro’s 
SNIPE-BI Transformation and Smart View business intelligence solutions, powered by Qlik’s advanced 
visual analytics platform, coupled with our global services network and implementation expertise 
will help us deliver increased value and higher ROI to our customers.” 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.qlik.com%2F&esheet=51333263&newsitemid=20160504005112&lan=en-US&anchor=Qlik%C2%AE&index=2&md5=04b064b41bd603d38c2acc9efab9c97e
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.qlik.com%2Fproducts%2Fqlikview&esheet=51333263&newsitemid=20160504005112&lan=en-US&anchor=QlikView%C2%AE&index=3&md5=654003cd02a4bb03a939996c20e5a77f
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As part of this expanded alliance, QlikView is now fully integrated into Wipro’s SmartView- 
ServiceNXT analytics solution which converts complex data to easy visuals, leading to simplified 
decision making. This integrated environment will result in customized offerings that will help 
organizations model, optimize, forecast, budget, execute, manage, and measure product and customer 
performance across the globe at the click of a button. 
In addition, QlikView has been integrated into Wipro’s SNIPE-BI Transformation Solution, which 
empowers enterprises to simplify the BI landscape by standardizing and setting up the right set of 
governance, processes and policies with robust migration frameworks, tools, and accelerators to assist in 
seamless transformation journeys. 
Wipro and Qlik will jointly bring these solutions to market. The companies will collaborate and drive 
the resultant synergies to customers to deliver a self-service analytics culture. The companies have been 
jointly hosting several initiatives to upskill and cross-skill resources from Wipro, including Innovation 
Days and Qlik Academy courses. 
“Our relationship with Wipro is creating competitive advantages for our customers by helping them to 
deploy end-to-end, data-driven solutions for their analytics needs,” said Toni Adams, Senior Vice 
President, Partners and Alliances, Qlik. “With this strengthened alliance, we are focused on building and 
delivering solutions and services that are the foundational elements for the deep insight necessary to 
make the promise of agile business a reality.” 
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Events News 
Airbus, MERSEN, Microsoft and Others to Present at Aras ACE 2016 France in Paris 
4 May 2016 

Aras today announced that Airbus, MERSEN, Microsoft, Lyon University and other industry leaders 
will present at ACE 2016 France in Paris on June 2, 2016. The ACE France conference is the second 
event in the global series that highlights the latest innovations in PLM. Speakers representing a wide 
range of industries, including aerospace, energy, consumer goods and more, will share their PLM 
strategy and explain the success of their global Aras initiatives. Details, agenda and free registration at 
http://www.aras.com/ACE2016France  
Sessions will revolve around the conference theme “Innovation without Limitation,” encouraging 
attendees to network, share best practices for PLM and learn new approaches for powering the business 
of engineering. 
ACE 2016 France agenda topics include Global Product Development, Systems Engineering, Integrated 
Technical Publication, Advanced Product Quality Planning, EBOM > MBOM and Manufacturing 
Process Planning and more. 
ACE 2016 Conference Details:  

Date: June 2  

Location: Microsoft Conference Center, Issy-Les-Moulineaux  

Cost: Free to attend - Registration is required  

http://www.aras.com/ACE2016France
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CGS to Participate in and Sponsor Webinar with Apparel Magazine on Predictive Analytics in the 
Fashion Industry 
2 May 2016 

CGS announced that it is sponsoring and participating in the Apparel Magazine webinar, "Predicting the 
Trends: How to Turn Your Fashion Data into Actionable Intelligence," on Tuesday, May 24, at 10 a.m. 
EDT. The panel of industry experts will include: Keith Carter, an actionable intelligence expert and 
author; Abe Kassin, vice president of operations from LT Apparel; Jill Mazur, WWA advisor consultant; 
and Jason Roth, CGS vice president of applications.  
Over the last several years, big data, analytics and business intelligence (BI) have crossed over into the 
fashion and apparel world at a rapid pace. With this infiltration of information the real challenge for 
executives has been how to easily, effectively and proactively gather, analyze and act on their in-house 
and global supply chain data. This data is from a multitude of areas, including store operations, 
abandoned online shopping carts, product development, production, EDI and warehousing. As a result, 
the fashion industry has been data rich but information poor. CGS's recent survey of fashion and apparel 
professionals echoed the importance of leveraging actionable data with 92 percent of respondents 
planning to maintain or increase their investments in reporting, analytical and intelligence solutions. 
During the Apparel Magazine webinar, the panel of operations and technology executives, industry 
analysts and predictive analytics experts will discuss how apparel companies can create actionable 
intelligence (AI) from their data. The experts will share best practices, tips, advice and real-world 
scenarios, diving into how attendees can leverage next-generation AI solutions to: 

• Deliver quick, meaningful queries and reports 

• Generate better business visibility and problem-solving with real-time results 

• Make better and faster business decisions using data-driven insights 

• Switch from spreadsheet-based data and reports to real-time dashboard-based analytics 
"Fashion and apparel executives are familiar with big data and BI, but this year they must become well-
versed in AI to anticipate trends, derive meaningful insights and create better visibility into their supply 
chains," said WWA's Mazur. "The Apparel Magazine webinar promises to be an important discussion 
for apparel industry executives looking to leverage next-generation AI to improve everything from 
production to order management, customer service and sales, ultimately becoming a more efficient and 
streamlined operation." 

"As competition in the fashion and apparel world increases, business leaders require smarter, more-
robust reporting and integrated analytics coupled with actionable intelligence capabilities to make better, 
timelier strategic business decisions," said Paul Magel, president, Business Applications and 
Technology Outsourcing, CGS. "With more than 30 years of apparel experience, our CGS BlueCherry 
team is well-aware of industry challenges and trends. We are excited to bring together this expert panel 
with hands-on experience to discuss how the next-generation of AI solutions will help brands to drive 
revenue, improve operations, reduce costs and meet business objectives." 

Click here to return to Contents 
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MLC CAD Systems Drills Down into Additive and Subtractive Manufacturing with Unprecedented 
Display at OTC 2016 
4 May 2016 

OTC 2016, the Offshore Technology Conference, is in Houston, Texas, from May 2-5. MLC CAD 
Systems is showcasing a downhole drill bit that was designed in SOLIDWORKS, programmed (G-code) 
with Mastercam, machined on a 5-axis Haas CNC Machine Tool, and also direct metal printed on a 3D 
Systems DMP 3D printer. 
“MLC CAD Systems is in the unique position to offer our customers sales, support, and training for the 
latest innovations in design-to-manufacture technology solutions all provided from one solution 
provider. Our product portfolio includes SOLIDWORKS 3D CAD for design, Mastercam (subtractive 
manufacturing), and 3D Printers from 3D Systems (additive manufacturing). What will be so unique 
about our booth at OTC is we will be showcasing all of these technologies in one place. By doing this it 
will provide attendees an uncommon perspective into the latest manufacturing technologies and the 
synergies between them that are enabling engineers to design better products more efficiently,” stated 
Joel Hill, Director of Business Development for MLC CAD Systems. 

At OTC 2016, MLC CAD Systems is exhibiting at booth #5605 (NRG Center Main Hall). During the 
show, attendees can see hands-on displays and live manufacturing both subtractive and additive 
utilizing: 

• 3D Systems: 3D Printing 

• SOLIDWORKS: CAD Design Suite 

• Haas Factory Outlet (Champions Machine Tool Sales): 5 axis CNC Machining Center 

• Mastercam: CAM Software 
Founded in 1982, MLC CAD Systems is a value-added-reseller of industry-leading solutions for 
conceptualization, design, analysis, validation, manufacturing, data publishing, data management and 
collaboration. The company’s experienced team of industry professionals offer real-world, hands-on 
expertise in implementing a wide variety of solutions, including the full suite of Mastercam software 
products, SOLIDWORKS software products, and 3D Systems' 3D printing technologies. In addition to 
software and hardware, MLC CAD Systems provides Mastercam training, SOLIDWORKS training, 
Mastercam support and maintenance, SOLIDWORKS support and subscription services, 3D Systems 
3D printer support and repair, and installation/implementation/customization services for Mastercam, 
SOLIDWORKS and 3D Systems 3D printers. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Financial News 
ANSYS Reports First Quarter 2016 Financial Results 
5 May 2016 

ANSYS, Inc. today announced its financial results for the first quarter of 2016.  The Company reported 
GAAP and non-GAAP revenue growth in constant currency of 6% and 5%, respectively, and GAAP and 
non-GAAP diluted earnings per share of $0.63 and $0.77, respectively, for the quarter.  Recurring 
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revenue, which is comprised of lease license and maintenance revenue, totaled 78% of revenue for the 
first quarter.  
“Our first quarter results reflect a solid start to the year with strong contributions from markets such 
as India and China, partially offset by less than expected growth in Europe and North America.  We are 
highly focused on improving direct and indirect sales execution, enhancing our growth rates and 
continuing to generate returns for our shareholders over the long-term. Through solid internal execution 
and discipline, we achieved strong margins and earnings, we generated over $100 million in operating 
cash flow and we continued to return capital to shareholders through our recently increased share 
repurchase plan,” commented Jim Cashman, ANSYS President and Chief Executive Officer.  
He continued, “During Q1, we signed an enterprise license agreement of over $10 million with one of 
our long-standing industrial equipment customers, successfully completing the largest displacement of a 
competitor’s mechanical code in our history, and ultimately proved that the ANSYS solutions are more 
capable, accurate and faster.   As we have observed our customers’ historical buying preferences 
evolving, we have recently expanded our licensing offerings, introducing a new elastic licensing model 
in the first quarter.  Providing usage-based access to virtually our entire portfolio is yet another 
significant differentiator for ANSYS and an additional means to reach a greater number of users.”  
The 2016 and 2015 non-GAAP results exclude the income statement effects of acquisition adjustments 
to deferred revenue, the impact of stock-based compensation and acquisition-related amortization of 
intangible assets, as well as acquisition-related transaction costs.  Reconciliations of these measures to 
the appropriate GAAP measures for the three months ended March 31, 2016 and 2015, and for the 2016 
financial outlook, are included in the condensed financial information included in this release.  
The Company has provided its second quarter and fiscal year 2016 revenue and earnings per share 
guidance below. The earnings per share guidance is provided on both a GAAP and a non-GAAP basis.  
Non-GAAP diluted earnings per share excludes charges for stock-based compensation, the income 
statement effects of acquisition accounting for deferred revenue, acquisition-related amortization of 
intangible assets and acquisition-related transaction costs.  
Second Quarter and Fiscal Year 2016 Guidance   

The Company currently expects the following for the quarter ending June 30, 2016: 

• GAAP revenue in the range of $240.0 - $248.0 million 

• Non-GAAP revenue in the range of $240.0 - $248.0 million 

• GAAP diluted earnings per share of $0.69 - $0.75 

• Non-GAAP diluted earnings per share of $0.86 - $0.90 

• The Company currently expects the following for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2016: 

• GAAP revenue in the range of $990.0 - $1,020 million ($1.02 billion) 

• Non-GAAP revenue in the range of $990.0 - $1,020 million ($1.02 billion) 

• GAAP diluted earnings per share of $2.81 - $2.98 

• Non-GAAP diluted earnings per share of $3.48 - $3.62 
These statements are forward-looking and actual results may differ materially.  Non-GAAP diluted 
earnings per share is a supplemental financial measure and should not be considered as a substitute for, 
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or superior to, diluted earnings per share determined in accordance with GAAP. 
ANSYS will hold a conference call at 10:30 a.m. Eastern Time on May 5, 2016 to discuss first quarter 
results. The Company will provide its prepared remarks on the Company’s investor relations homepage 
and as an exhibit in its Form 8-K in advance of the call to provide shareholders and analysts with 
additional time and detail for analyzing its results in preparation for the conference call. The prepared 
remarks will not be read on the call – only brief remarks will be made prior to the Q&A session. 
To participate in the live conference call, dial 855-239-2942 (US) or 412-542-4124 (Canada & Int’l). 
The call will be recorded and a replay will be available approximately one hour after the call ends.  

Click here to return to Contents 

FARO Reports First Quarter 2016 Financial Results  
3 May 2016 

FARO Technologies, Inc. (FARO) today announced its financial results for the first quarter ended 
March 31, 2016. 
Sales for the quarter ended March 31, 2016 were $75.7 million, up 8.3% compared with $69.9 million in 
the first quarter last year.  Excluding approximately $0.9 million of unfavorable foreign exchange 
impacts, first quarter sales would have increased approximately 10% as compared with the first quarter 
of 2015.  The Company's sales growth was driven primarily by higher metrology sales within 
the Americas and Asia-Pacific regions. 
Gross margin for the quarter was 56.3% compared with 56.6% in the prior year period with product and 
service margins remaining relatively consistent with the prior year period. 
Operating income for the quarter was $4.3 million compared with $1.9 million in the prior year period, 
reflecting increased sales volume partially offset by a modest increase in operating expenses. 
Net income and EPS for the quarter was $3.1 million and $0.19, respectively, compared with $0.7 
million and $0.04, respectively, in the prior year period. 
"The FARO team delivered a strong first quarter, while overcoming economic pressures in certain 
regions around the globe," stated Dr. Simon Raab, President and Chief Executive Officer.  "As 
announced previously, we are in the process of re-aligning our organization to better serve our 
customers.  I was pleased with the focus and dedication of our employees to drive growth in the quarter, 
and at the same time take key steps forward with our reorganization initiatives.  We remain committed 
to increasing our products' customer focus and improving our global efficiency in order to retain and 
enhance our market leadership position." 
This press release contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities 
Litigation Reform Act of 1995 that are subject to risks and uncertainties, such as statements about 
FARO's long-term growth, demand for and customer acceptance of FARO's products, anticipated 
improvement in the markets in which FARO operates, and FARO's product development and product 
launches. Statements that are not historical facts or that describe the Company's plans, objectives, 
projections, expectations, assumptions, strategies, or goals are forward-looking statements. In addition, 
words such as "is," "are," "expects," "continues," "may," "will," and similar expressions or discussions 
of FARO's plans or other intentions identify forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements 
are not guarantees of future performance and are subject to various known and unknown risks, 
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uncertainties, and other factors that may cause actual results, performances, or achievements to differ 
materially from future results, performances, or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-
looking statements. Consequently, undue reliance should not be placed on these forward-looking 
statements. 
Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from what is expressed or forecasted in such 
forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to: 

• the Company's inability to successfully identify and acquire target companies or achieve 
expected benefits from acquisitions that are consummated; 

• development by others of new or improved products, processes or technologies that make the 
Company's products less competitive or obsolete; 

• the Company's inability to maintain its technological advantage by developing new products and 
enhancing its existing products; 

• declines or other adverse changes, or lack of improvement, in industries that the Company serves 
or the domestic and international economies in the regions of the world where the Company 
operates and other general economic, business, and financial conditions; 

• the impact of fluctuations of foreign exchange rates; and 

• Other risks detailed in Part I, Item 1A. Risk Factors in the Company's Annual Report on Form 
10-K for the year ended December 31, 2015. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments 
Chinese Sportswear Giant 361° Signs With Centric 
3 May 2016 

361° (the 361 Degrees Group), a leading sports brand in China, has selected Centric Software to provide 
its product lifecycle management (PLM) solution. 

361°, founded in 2003, is a comprehensive sporting goods company which integrates branding, R&D, 
design, production, and distribution of products including sports shoes and apparel, related accessories, 
childrenwear, and high-end outdoor products. The tagline of 361° is “one degree beyond”. 361° has 
grown rapidly in China, began its international expansion in 2013 and is now present in the US, Europe, 
and South America. 361° is an official supplier of the 2016 Olympic and Paralympic Games in Rio de 
Janeiro. 
In addition to international expansion, 361° is transforming from a wholesale to a retail business model. 
This exciting time of growth and change has brought several challenges, leading the company to 
consider using a product lifecycle management (PLM) solution to streamline design, production, and 
retail. 
Chen Jianci, VP of IT & Supply Chain at 361° says, “The company is developing very fast and as we 
move from wholesaler to retailer, research and development is becoming more complex to manage. We 
have a lot of suppliers and are changing from traditional supply chain methods to a model that will allow 
us to move more quickly. For example, if we get all our suppliers to use a common platform, we can get 
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real time quotes, availability and so forth. Knowledge management is also an area of focus – we need to 
make sure that old designs are retained so that they can be re-used and not lost.” 
While researching various PLM providers to address these issues, 361° found that many providers only 
focused on process management. Centric’s flexibility and expertise in apparel and footwear were critical 
factors in 361°’s decision to go with Centric’s PLM solution. 
“Centric really understands what a sportswear company needs, which is very important to us,” says Mr. 
Chen. “Our business is developing quickly, so we need software that is flexible and fully extensible. Co-
operation between Centric and 361° is highly strategic and the best practices shared from Centric are 
crucial for us.” 
Chris Groves, CEO of Centric Software, says, “We’re delighted that 361° has chosen Centric PLM to 
drive this exciting period of transformation and international expansion. Centric and 361° have found an 
excellent fit and are working together to ensure a smooth implementation. We’re happy to say that 
Centric is experiencing huge growth in China, and it’s exciting for us to work with such a major Chinese 
sports brand.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

European Spallation Source Chose Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE Platform to Develop the 
World’s Leading Neutron Research Center 
3 May 2016 

Dassault Systèmes today announced that European Spallation Source ERIC (ESS), a research 
infrastructure project funded and operated by a partnership of European countries, is using the 
3DEXPERIENCE platform to construct the world’s leading neutron research facility in Lund, Sweden. 
The “Integrated Plant Engineering” industry solution experience delivers powerful digital design and 
collaboration applications for compliance and project management in a unified environment connecting 
thousands of engineers, designers and manufacturers across Europe. 

Once completed, ESS will provide a more efficient approach to existing neutron scattering research and 
enable opportunities for sustainable innovations in, for example, clean energy, structural engineering, 
food technologies, pharmaceuticals, medical devices, IT and transportation. Its design includes the 
world's most powerful linear proton accelerator, 22 state-of-the-art instruments, a suite of laboratories 
and a supercomputing data management and software development center that will be used for decades 
by thousands of researchers. 

ESS has had a close partnership with Dassault Systèmes since 2012, developing the necessary 
functionalities. The “Integrated Plant Engineering” industry solution experience provides ESS with a 
collaborative environment for design control and design data consolidation throughout the duration of 
the project. Its applications integrate civil and mechanical engineering for a full and up-to-date overview 
of design, allowing ESS to ensure compliance with requirements. Users can optimize the facility’s 
technical design, streamline construction processes and ensure that critical decisions are made, based on 
constantly updated and accessible information. 

“With the 3DEXPERIENCE platform and guidance from Dassault Systèmes’ local team and its partner 
TechniaTranscat, everyone involved in the ESS project can create, update and reuse information related 
to designing and building the neutron research facility in a controlled and traceable manner,” said Peter 
Rådahl, Head of Engineering & Integration Support Division, ESS. “ESS is a long-term initiative for 
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society’s future and we need the best tools available to make it a reality.” 
“ESS is one of today’s largest science and technology infrastructure projects and open pathways to 
important discoveries,” said Monica Menghini, Executive Vice President, Chief Strategy Officer, 
Dassault Systèmes. “The 3DEXPERIENCE platform helps to securely link and simplify stakeholder 
relationships in this international collaboration. Users like ESS benefit from capabilities to deliver 
technically challenging plants on time, meet budgets and specifications, minimize waste and maximize 
process efficiencies.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

National Electric Vehicle Sweden AB Selects Aras as Global PLM Backbone and Minerva as 
Implementation Partner 
4 May 2016 

Aras, the next leader in enterprise Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) software, today announced 
that National Electric Vehicle Sweden AB (Nevs), a Swedish holding company that develops electric 
vehicles and sustainable mobility services, has selected Aras Innovator® as the global PLM backbone. 
Nevs will implement the PLM backbone to manage vehicle configurations and variants from conceptual 
phase through product development, manufacturing and service. 
Nevs selected Aras based on the following criteria: 

• Solution functionality to serve as the system of record for product information and integrated 
change management across the lifecycle. 

• Platform flexibility to address complex engineering business challenges, especially coordination 
of electronic, software and mechanical development. 

• Ability to securely integrate with existing systems for design, production and service. 

• Ease of customization and upgrades provides a resilient approach to PLM to drive product 
innovations today and into the future. 

“Nevs is both developing innovative electric vehicles and transforming their business processes at the 
same time,” said Peter Schroer, CEO of Aras. “It’s an opportunity to rethink the business of engineering 
starting with a clean sheet for the design and development of electric vehicles.” 

“Nevs demonstrates further proof that the world’s most innovative product developers recognize the 
need for a new approach to PLM for improved results,” stated Leon Lauritsen, VP at Minerva. “We are 
proud to be the implementation partner for Nevs and believe that this deployment will set the benchmark 
for a highly optimized PLM solution.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

TechniaTranscat Signs PLM Services Agreement Worth Over $2.5 Million  
2 May 2016 

Addnode Group’s subsidiary TechniaTranscat, a world leading provider of PLM solutions, has signed a 
new services agreement with a leading US based global technology provider of transportation systems. 
The agreement has an order value of more than $2.5 million over a 12-month period. 
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With a focus on improving the end user experience, TechniaTranscat will deliver a wide set of services 
such as business consulting, solutions development and production rollout services. 
“This validates TechniaTranscat as the leading vendor for demanding and global 3DEXPERIENCE 
based implementations. Our strong US team together with our partner network is a key for this delivery. 
It is true to call the agreement a multiyear PLM partnership,” says Jonas Gejer, CEO at TechniaTranscat 
AB. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 
3D Systems Releases GibbsCAM 2016 to Improve Efficiency, Speed and Accuracy of Production 
Machining 
3 May 2016 

3D Systems announced today the release of GibbsCAM® 2016 software for production machining. 
Building on the revolutionary Universal Kinematic Machine (UKM) technology of the previous edition, 
GibbsCAM 2016 delivers a variety of improvements to increase efficiency, accelerate programming 
speed, and enhance visualization and accuracy for CNC machine programming. The GibbsCAM 
platform provides a powerful complement to additive manufacturing processes, further empowering 3D 
Systems’ users to transform digital concepts into physical realities.  

The enhanced kinematic framework of GibbsCAM 2016 makes it a powerful and versatile CAM 
platform that is effective in nearly every manufacturing environment. Enabling solutions for complex 
programming challenges, such as oriented turning scenarios, GibbsCAM is compatible with a wide 
range of programming and machining operations, including solid modeling, high speed machining, 2- to 
5-axis milling, wire-EDM, multi-task machining and more. Recognized for its ease of use, GibbsCAM is 
designed to help users eliminate scrap and reduce cycle times.  
New features and functions of GibbsCAM 2016 include: 

• Enhanced thread milling, including support for multi-point tools, tapered threads for both 
single- and multi-point tools, and improved simulation. 

• The latest VoluMill™ technology, providing new toolpath strategies to optimize high speed 
roughing of large pockets and slots, open face milling strategies that can decrease cutting time 
by up to 60%, and Technology Expert integration for ready access to optimal speeds and 
feeds. 

• New oriented turning capabilities, giving users added control in how tools interact with parts. 
From using a single tool at multiple B orientations to reorienting tool groups for use on a 
different spindle to full support of Flash Tooling for multiple-orientation turning tools, 
GibbsCAM 2016 delivers increased flexibility and control to CNC programmers. 

• Added toolpath strategies for 5-axis milling, enabling users to define toolpath direction using 
the natural flow of a surface with the new Flowline option. Toolpaths can also now be 
extended in width as well as length. Additional enhancements include improved 5-axis 
drilling, multi-stepped pocket roughing and new gouge checking strategies.  

“The GibbsCAM platform is a key component in today’s advanced manufacturing workflows, allowing 
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our customers to optimize their machine processes and unlock greater productivity,” said Calvin Hur, 
Vice President, Co-Chief Operating Officer and Chief Revenue Officer, Software Products, 3D Systems. 
“By working closely with users over the past year, we’ve enhanced our understanding of the evolving 
needs of the factory floor, and are pleased to offer these improvements to help our customers maximize 
efficiency, safety and profitability.” 
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Altium Releases New Documentation-Focused Update to Flagship PCB Design Platform 
4 May 2016 
Altium has announced the release of an update to their flagship PCB design platform, Altium Designer 
16.1. This update continues the company's core focus on providing engineers with the most efficient 
PCB design platform with several new features that enhance design documentation and high-speed 
design workflows. Altium Designer 16.1 is available now as a free upgrade for all existing Altium 
Subscription customers, and can be accessed via the Altium Products Download page. 
"Electronic designs are shaping the future of human connectivity and enable us to create innovative 
solutions to the world's most pressing problems," said Matthew Schwaiger, VP Global Customer 
Success at Altium. "Altium Designer 16.1 continues our focus of providing the most efficient and 
unified design environment available that allows engineers to transform ideas into reality without their 
design tool acting as a barrier to their creativity." 
Connecting Design and Documentation Workflows 

While documentation is a critical element of every post-design process, engineers typically find 
themselves struggling with limited, 3rd-party documentation tools that lack a connection to their original 
design data. With Draftsman™ in Altium Designer 16.1, PCB designers can easily create and update 
documentation without ever leaving their design workspace. Draftsman enables PCB designers to:  

• Stay at their most efficient by creating and updating assembly documentation without ever 
having to learn another tool or workflow. 

• Easily communicate with manufacturing with easy-to-use markup and drawing object tools, all 
available in the same familiar design interface. 

• Provide data-rich details on board layouts with detailed perspectives, flexible board layout views, 
and expressive call-outs. 

"Documentation has always been one of those tedious yet necessary tasks in every engineer's post-
design process," said Alexey Sabunin, Altium Designer Product Manager. "With Draftsman, we've gone 
beyond the basic limitations of the traditional documentation process with intelligently linked design 
and documentation data, allowing engineers to focus on communicating their design details right the 
first time." 

New Productivity-Focused Features in Altium Designer 16.1 

In addition to Draftsman, Altium Designer 16.1 also includes several new productivity-focused features 
that allows a PCB designer to easily complete their high-speed designs and mechanical enclosure 
verifications with: 

• Precise 3D Measurements - Engineers can precisely measure board layouts in Native 3D and 
ensure a precise fit with existing mechanical enclosures. 
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• USB 3.0 Support - Engineers can easily design accurate and high-speed board layouts with 
technology-aware configurations for USB 3.0. 

• Performance enhancements - Engineers can confidently complete their designs with several 
platform stability and user interface enhancements. 
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ARCHICAD 20 - A Fresh Look at BIM 
4 May 2016 

GRAPHISOFT announced today the latest version of its industry-leading BIM software solution.  
ARCHICAD 20 features a number of important functional improvements that put the emphasis on the 
"I" in BIM, increasing the value for both ARCHICAD users and external stakeholders alike. Its brand 
new, "flat-design" graphical UI sets the new version apart from run-of-the-mill BIM tools. 

"The true potential of BIM is that it can hold all the necessary information for designing, constructing 
and operating buildings," said Peter Temesvari, Director of Product Management at GRAPHISOFT. "A 
significant part of this information is non-geometrical data.  ARCHICAD 20 offers powerful workflows 
to manage, visualize and exchange such information with any stakeholder participating in the design and 
construction process." 

What's new in ARCHICAD 20: Enhanced Information Management 

Store the Information: Information is the most valuable part of BIM and ARCHICAD 20 helps 
architects and designers get the most of it! ARCHICAD 20 allows users to utilize their Building 
Information Model as the central storage place for all related information. They can even easily store 
and maintain design information that was not created using CAD or BIM tools, like Excel spreadsheets.  

Display the Information: ARCHICAD 20 leverages well-structured information resulting in informative 
design visualization, which ensures enormous efficiencies throughout design and construction.  With the 
help of smart filters and brand new graphical override, designers can freely change the representation of 
any 2D and 3D views of elements with similar properties. This feature allows a number of workflows 
that make communication, coordination and model checking much more efficient. 
Share the Information: ARCHICAD 20 is among the first BIM applications to fully support the IFC 4 
open-source standard. IFC 4 supports new coordination workflows (Design Transfer View and 
Reference View) and provides great help when coordinating with other disciplines. Information sharing 
via purpose-made tools such as BIMx or generic tools such as Excel enables a much wider target group 
to get involved and use the wealth of information stored in BIM.   
Brand new Graphical Favorites provide excellent visual feedback about saved element settings with 
automatically-generated, colored 2D or 3D thumbnail previews -- available instantly for every Tool.  
This not only helps BIM managers in setting up and enforcing office project templates, but also speeds 
up everyday design development work. 
ARCHICAD 20 features a completely revamped graphical user interface, making it the most modern-
looking BIM application available on the market today. The design language used on the renewed GUI 
gives ARCHICAD a look and feel much closer to mobile apps than to traditional desktop software, 
making it especially appealing to the younger generation. 
GRAPHISOFT ARCHICAD 20 will start shipping in June, 2016, with 27 local versions rolled out by 
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the end of Q3 2016. 
 

GRAPHISOFT announced today the latest version of its industry-leading BIM software solution.  
ARCHICAD 20 features a number of important functional improvements that put the emphasis on the 
"I" in BIM, increasing the value for both ARCHICAD users and external stakeholders alike. Its brand 
new, "flat-design" graphical UI sets the new version apart from run-of-the-mill BIM tools. 
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and maintain design information that was not created using CAD or BIM tools, like Excel spreadsheets.  
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Brand new Graphical Favorites provide excellent visual feedback about saved element settings with 
automatically-generated, colored 2D or 3D thumbnail previews -- available instantly for every Tool.  
This not only helps BIM managers in setting up and enforcing office project templates, but also speeds 
up everyday design development work. 
 
ARCHICAD 20 features a completely revamped graphical user interface, making it the most modern-
looking BIM application available on the market today. The design language used on the renewed GUI 
gives ARCHICAD a look and feel much closer to mobile apps than to traditional desktop software, 
making it especially appealing to the younger generation. 
 
GRAPHISOFT ARCHICAD 20 will start shipping in June, 2016, with 27 local versions rolled out by 
the end of Q3 2016. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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BobCAD-CAM Releases New Nesting CAD-CAM Software 
5 May 2016 

BobCAD-CAM, Inc. announces today the release of two new CAD-CAM software modules, Nesting 
Standard and Nesting Pro. The new software packages offer advanced nesting power with intelligent 
sheet optimizing technology that can increase material usage by as much as 15% for sheet cutting on 
CNC mill, router, laser, plasma, and waterjet machines. 
“The whole purpose of nesting is to maximize your material usage so you get more parts and profit out 
of every sheet while reducing the amount of scrap material,” explains Greg Myers, Director of Software 
Development behind BobCAD-CAM’s new Nesting modules. “With this new release, we’ve upped the 
level of control the user has over nearly every aspect of the nest while at the same time we’ve increased 
the intelligence level of the software to deliver part placements that result in much higher material 
utilization rates.” 

BobCAD-CAM’s new Nesting modules offer multiple ways for CNC machinists to get more parts out of 
every sheet. One of the most notable ways is the addition of nesting optimizers, which can be used to 
create either a fast nest or an optimal nest. Without any optimization, nests can be completed within a 
matter of seconds. However, by allowing the system to run as many as 102 trials, the system can 
improve material utilization by an average of 3-15%. 

The new nesting CAD-CAM also includes all new options for working with remnant sheets and custom 
sheet shapes. This means that any irregularly shaped leftover sheets from previous jobs, which normally 
might go to the scrap pile, can be used to nest more parts on future jobs. 

The entire nesting process has become a lot quicker and easier with the addition of modern CAM 
wizards. These provide a logical workflow for the user to define important nesting parameters, like part 
counts, tabs, sheet margins, filler parts, part-in-part nesting, grain direction for wood and metal projects, 
thermal considerations for laser and plasma jobs, part and sheet priority levels, and so much more. 

The new modules work seamlessly within BobCAD-CAM CNC programming software, which means 
you can do everything from designing and nesting your parts to creating toolpath programming, fully 
simulating the programming on a virtual version of your machine, and generating NC code for your 
CNC machine. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Cadence Expands OrCAD Solution to Address Flex and Rigid-Flex Design Challenges for IoT, 
Wearables and Mobile Devices 
3 May 2016 

Today at CDNLive EMEA, Cadence Design Systems, Inc. announced the OrCAD 17.2-2016 release 
with new capabilities for OrCAD® Capture, PSpice® Designer and PCB Designer that address 
challenges with flex and rigid-flex design as well as mixed-signal simulation complexities in IoT, 
wearables and wireless mobile devices. This latest release reduces PCB development time by addressing 
the need to design reliable circuits for smaller, more compact devices. 

This OrCAD portfolio includes technology enabled for integrated rigid-flex planning, design and real-
time visualization, as well as built-in translators that enable direct design imports from select EDA 
vendors. PSpice Designer now supports system-level simulation using C/C++/SystemC and VerilogA, 
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via the new PSpice compact model interface. This enables hardware/software virtual prototyping so that 
electrical engineers can design and simulate intelligent IoT devices. OrCAD is the only fully scalable 
PCB design solution available in the market that seamlessly transitions from mainstream to enterprise 
PCB solution with the Allegro® environment.  
New Cadence OrCAD solution provides a complete scalable and an integrated solution from schematics 
to simulation to layout using Capture, PSpice Designer and PCB Designer that address challenges with 
flex and rigid-flex design as well as mixed-signal simulation complexities in IoT, wearables and 
wireless mobile devices. 
To enable a faster and more efficient flex and rigid-flex design creation critical to IoT, wearables and 
wireless devices, the OrCAD portfolio uses a new multi-stack-up database capability and extensive in-
design inter-layer checks, which helps users avoid errors introduced through manual checking. The 
OrCAD portfolio also features enhancements targeted towards improving PCB editors' productivity and 
ease-of-use in padstack editing, constraint management, shape editing and in-design DRCs. To address 
efficiency needs, the portfolio includes an advanced design differencing engine that enables design 
review with global teams using state of art visuals. Finally, to give designers more control over their 
design component annotation process, advanced annotation and auto-referencing capabilities are now 
available. 
"This latest OrCAD release has given us confidence in getting a functional PCB without CAD errors the 
first time. Prior to this, we were always cautious that our PCB packages would introduce unforeseen 
errors and we would have to factor one spin of the board that was barely functional," said David 
Edwards, founder and CEO of Abicom. "Cadence has built tools that are enabling us to develop better 
designs faster, while giving us a better understanding of expected performance. This advancement has 
saved us upwards of £3-8K per new board design." 
"OrCAD continues to be the clear choice for new and existing companies designing IoT, wearable and 
mobile products," saidDirk Müller, CEO, FlowCAD EDA-Software Vertriebs GmbH. "The new flex 
and rigid-flex capabilities allow designers to create faster and smarter products in a timely and cost-
effective manner." 
"Our customers are demanding solutions that address their broader system-design challenges," 
said Steve Durrill, senior product engineering group director, SPB Solutions at Cadence. "The latest 
OrCAD release provides upfront virtual prototyping support in PSpice, support for high-speed interfaces 
and a comprehensive implementation solution for rigid/flex designs. We are confident this latest release 
of the OrCAD solution provides the time to market savings our customers require." 

Click here to return to Contents 

CONTACT Software’s CIM DATABASE G-PLM Off to a Flying Start 
3 May 2016 

CIM DATABASE G-PLM helps companies organize their product data efficiently and reuse existing 
know-how faster and more systematically. Employees benefit from enhanced collaboration in an 
enterprise-wide information hub, versioning of the different statuses of the work in hand and reliable 
workflows relating to all product data, product documents and CAD models. 
CIM DATABASE G-PLM is the perfect out-of-the-box solution for key product data management 
(PDM) and product lifecycle management (PLM) tasks. It combines recognized standards and best 
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practices from hundreds of customer projects with one aim in mind: getting off to a flying start with 
PDM/PLM without having to make compromises. 
Conventional solutions and PDM/PLM deployment projects often fail to achieve their objective and 
exceed budgets and deadlines. CIM DATABASE G-PLM has therefore been designed from the very 
start using the fast-track project method to ensure that implementation is easily calculated, low risk and 
above all fast and simple. This means that budgets are adhered to and deadlines are met. 
Turnkey without compromise means a solution that is able to grow along with future requirements, be it 
as the result of restructuring, acquisitions, new areas of business or new regulatory requirements. SMEs 
are characterized by a high degree of agility – not a problem for the G-PLM edition as it is based on 
CIM DATABASE, the most powerful PLM platform on the market. Its modular architecture means that 
G-PLM can be expanded at any time by adding new modules via plug and play. 
More G-PLM benefits and features 

• User-friendly best-practice functions for faster rollout and reliable use 

• Better collaboration in projects 

• More efficient processes for shorter lead times 

• Versioning, workflows and status management for reliable release and change procedures 

• Enterprise-wide data hub based on a single source of truth. 

• Fast search and retrieval with Enterprise Search 

• Excellent Office integration 

• Powerful CAD and multi-CAD support 

• Open, service-oriented architecture for end-to-end business processes incorporating other 
enterprise-wide IT solutions, such as ERP for example 

Click here to return to Contents 

EMC Announces New Extreme Archiving Platform for Structured and Unstructured Data 
2 May 2016 

EMC Corporation's Enterprise Content Division (ECD) today announced EMC® InfoArchive™ 4.0, a 
unified enterprise platform that powers extreme compliant archiving scenarios at petabyte scale. As 
enterprises modernize their data center and applications, a solution that archives legacy apps to reduce 
costs – while continuing to make data available to the organization – is required. With its fast time to 
value and the small footprint, EMC InfoArchive 4.0 enhances the ability to secure and leverage large 
amounts of critical application data and content to empower modern-day business success. 
EMC InfoArchive 4.0 includes a completely new, horizontally scalable architecture, also combining 
flexible reporting and easy accessibility to make vast amounts of data and content available. Designed to 
provide visibility into both structured and unstructured data sources and dependencies in one 
architecture, InfoArchive 4.0 is easing complexities and eliminating the siloed infrastructure of the past. 

"Extreme archiving scenarios at petabyte scale are becoming increasingly important for two reasons," 
said Jeroen vanRotterdam, CTO of EMC's Enterprise Content Division. "First, managing the amount of 
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structured and unstructured data created and processed today is tremendously challenging. Second, the 
pressure to maintain compliant data in highly regulated industries, such as Financial Services, has 
intensified. Customers require the right solution to address both of these challenges, as well as to 
achieve cost savings and better data insights, which ultimately drive better business decisions." 

"Many of today's organizations struggle with managing vast amounts of data residing in both production 
applications and legacy systems," Laura DuBois, Group Vice President for IDC's Enterprise Storage, 
Server and System Infrastructure Software research. "Solutions like EMC's InfoArchive 4.0 help firms 
address this challenge, while preserving the value of content in a single, compliant, easily accessible and 
scalable archive." 
EMC InfoArchive 4.0's compliance capabilities address business pressures and changes brought on by 
factors such as the volume and diversity of information, shifting supervisory expectations, constant 
regulatory change and complex legislation. These new features enable retention management, legal 
holds, data masking and PCI compliance without the need to copy or reprocess data after it has been 
ingested. EMC InfoArchive 4.0 can also meet enterprise-scale compliance scenarios such as Dodd-Frank 
in the United States, MiFID2/R in the European Union and the Office of the Superintendent of Financial 
Institutions (OFSI) E-13 in Canada. While other available products require expensive and custom adds-
on to adhere to regulatory mandates, EMC InfoArchive 4.0 is the only solution that can provide out-of-
the-box compliant data access for Hadoop. With EMC InfoArchive 4.0, regulated information and 
records can be made available to big data analytics at a low total cost of ownership (TCO) and without 
compliance compromises. 

EMC InfoArchive now enables customers to manage SAP data throughout the application lifecycle. The 
EMC platform supports active archiving of SAP production systems into EMC InfoArchive with SAP 
Archivelink. Not only can users access and retrieve data using SAP-native tools, but they can also 
manage data in a centralized repository and maintain compliance with both industry regulations and 
company policies. 

EMC InfoArchive also supports SAP application retirement and decommissioning, through partnerships 
with PBS Software GmbH and EPI-USE Labs. With these partner solutions, EMC provides SAP users a 
smooth transition to new technologies such as SAP HANA®, SAP S4HANA® and  the SAP 
SuccessFactors® cloud solution. EMC InfoArchive manages data across the transition by offloading 
inactive information from SAP before migration. This helps reduce the timeframe, cost and effort for 
SAP upgrades and consolidation projects. 

Click here to return to Contents 

EMC InfoArchive and Documentum D2 Recent Releases Now Supported by Reveille 
4 May 2016 

Reveille Software a leading provider of management and monitoring solutions for enterprise content 
management (ECM) applications, today announced support for the EMC® InfoArchive™ 4.0 platform 
and EMC Documentum® D2 4.6 client. 

“Reveille customers have highly complex and critical enterprise content management environments that 
require and benefit from the latest innovations out of EMC,” said Sean Allen, vice president of 
marketing at Reveille Software. “These organizations count on us for pure, instant and in-depth visibility 
and intelligence of their content services, underscoring why we push to remain in lock-step with new 
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releases.” 
With the InfoArchive 4.0 platform release, announced at EMC World, customers gain enhanced user 
experience, reduced total cost of ownership, and REST API integration options. Reveille’s support for 
this release ensures that active archiving and application decommissioning processes remain operating at 
peak performance. Reveille delivers more than 40 out-of-the-box tests and metrics for monitoring and 
managing the ingestion and access of multiple data types for the InfoArchive platform, providing 
necessary insight into who is accessing archive records and ensuring performance of InfoArchive-based 
solutions. 
The Documentum D2 4.6 client release, announced in March, is a combination of user experience and 
extensibility improvements. Reveille’s real-time, actual user experience monitoring can be applied to 
this release to ensure individual user transactions, such as check in and check out, are performed at 
optimal speeds. Customers leveraging Reveille’s end-to-end performance visibility can assess 
performance of individual transactions through each of the Documentum platform tiers, including the 
Documentum Foundation Classes (DFC) and SQL server transactions. 
“The EMC/Reveille relationship has been going strong for more than five years due to the mutual 
commitment to meeting our customers’ needs through advanced features and functionality,” said Jim 
Nelson, Global Leader Enterprise Content Division Partner Business, EMC Corporation. “Reveille 
recognizes the dynamic and complex nature of content services, and consistently rises to the challenge 
of ensuring currency with the ECD product releases to enable our customers get the most out of their 
ECM investments.” 
Reveille uniquely provides an end-end management view of the EMC Documentum product family – 
from archiving (the EMC InfoArchive platform) to capture (EMC Captiva® software), transaction 
processing (the EMC Documentum xCP tool), client applications (the EMC Documentum D2 client), 
and customer communications (EMC Document Sciences® xPression® software). All solutions carry 
the EMC Certified Solution designation. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Intergraph Process, Power & Marine Releases SmartPlant Instrumentation 2016 
5 May 2016 

Intergraph® Process, Power & Marine, part of Hexagon, has released SmartPlant® Instrumentation 
2016, the latest version of its industry-leading instrumentation solution. 
Available today, SmartPlant Instrumentation 2016 – part of the SmartPlant Engineering Design Tools 
suite – boasts significant enhancements to improve the user experience, including productivity, 
integration and the ability to deliver high-quality design data and deliverables. 
This new SmartPlant Instrumentation (SPI) builds upon the industry-leading instrument engineering 
solution's technology with exciting new features such as the Query Builder and the Engineering Data 
Editor, providing Intergraph customers with a competitive advantage by delivering an innovation-
packed solution to help improve their businesses. 
SPI 2016 delivers an interactive solution that is easy to understand for engineers and designers using the 
software, making it efficient without the confusion of too many options or complicated IT jargon. SPI 
2016 also harmonizes the user experience across the different Engineering Design Tools solutions, 
resulting in higher productivity and higher-quality designs. 
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Major enhancements in SPI 2016 include: 

• The Query Builder, which has a unique capability that allows an engineer or designer to find data 
in context using the relationships in SmartPlant solutions' engineering language rather than 
having to know database queries. 

• The Engineering Data Editor (EDE) enables quick data entry, modification, auto-filtering, 
comparison and much more. This key element lets users customize the environment to suit a 
particular task. 

• The Project Management (known as Project As-Built in previous SPI versions) functionality lets 
an engineer scope projects in projects and merge them in a controlled manner. This works for 
both owner operators during plant updates/expansions and for EPCs when working with sub-
contractors doing part of a project. 

• The To-Do List facilitates engineers to make better decisions with the way they share data with 
other disciplines and have access to graphic depictions of the tasks to be shared. 

The one constant in engineering is change. With SmartPlant Instrumentation, customers will be assured 
that changes are reflected and flagged, resulting in consistent creation of deliverables. 

Technip USA Senior Engineering Specialist Katerina Knoy said, "The new Query Builder and 
Engineering Data Editor in this version of SmartPlant Instrumentation are the most exciting new 
capabilities and will help us improve our work process." 

Urszula Mika, Engineering Domain Expert, Shell TaCIT, added, "This new version of SmartPlant 
Instrumentation will have a big impact on the way we work at the plants using the new Engineering Data 
Editor, Query Builder and the Project Management." 

Patrick Holcomb, Intergraph Process, Power & Marine's executive vice president of global business 
development and marketing, said, "Our customers continue to ask for innovative solutions to overcome 
the ever-changing challenges they encounter in today's market. SmartPlant Instrumentation 2016 is the 
latest example of Intergraph Process, Power & Marine receiving input from its customers and 
developing a solution that makes instrument engineering and design easier and faster than ever." 

Click here to return to Contents 

ModuleWorks Releases 2016.04 CAD/CAM components  
2 May 2016 

ModuleWorks has announced the latest release of its CAM components, ModuleWorks 2016.04, the 
first major update of 2016. Each ModuleWorks release contains many new and enhanced features across 
the product range. This latest version includes new features for 5-Axis, 3-Axis and Simulation. 

ModuleWorks is at the forefront of 5-Axis machining and simulation technology, providing the toolpath 
and simulation technology that powers many of the leading CAM systems available around the world 
today. 

Highlights of the new release are below: 

• 5-Axis Machining: The new tilting to common direction feature enables you to find a single tool 
axis orientation, either on the full toolpath or on an individual contour. It can be used for all 
tilting strategies. When tilting to a common direction, the tool axis is set to a normalized, single 
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direction for all toolpath points. 

• Tilting to common direction: Laser aided manufacturing is a new toolpath creation feature that 
can be used for motion control of manufacturing systems that are mounted either on robots or 
inside standard milling machines. 

• The new adaptive roughing strategy ensures the cutting conditions remain almost constant. This 
offers significant improvements compared to conventional constant offset roughing strategies. 
The strategy avoids full-width cuts and guarantees a stable load on the tool which enables a 
faster material removal rate. 

• 3-Axis Machining: With the new lead-in/ lead-out extensions, the approach and retraction 
movements are smoother and more gradual. 

• Lead-in/ lead-out extensions: The new 3D trimmer for triangle and mesh parallel cuts 
significantly improves the quality of rest finishing toolpaths and the accuracy of the steep 
shallow boundary calculation. 

A new feature for avoiding plunge during adaptive roughing enables you to machine only the pockets 
where the helical approach can be performed. 

Tailstock is a new type of object available in the machine definition for simulation. Tailstocks are 
mostly used to center a rotary part on a lath to avoid bending and vibrations while machining. The entire 
tailstock can be moved along a linear axis until it touches a stock or workpiece that is clamped on the 
machine. The simulation shows the complete range of the stock‘s functionality. 

The measuring functionality to measure the distance between points has been extended and can now be 
used between machine components. 

A new context menu is available in the graphical area to make it easier to access and use common 
commands. In MachSim the end-user can now double-right-click on any object to highlight it in the 
simulation environment and Machine tree window. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Planview Elevates Enterprise Architect Toolkit Providing New Ways of Connecting with Business 
Stakeholders 
4 May 2016 

Never has the enterprise architect’s (EA) role of ensuring that technology assets support business goals 
been more critical or challenging. Their expanding responsibility to facilitate rapid digital 
transformation across industries requires EAs to be more business-focused, agile, collaborative and 
efficient. Fulfilling this broader charter requires today’s leading EAs to be seamlessly connected to the 
business and strategy that drives technology changes. To support this role, Planview® announced today 
the Planview Solution for Enterprise Architecture. 

The Planview Solution for Enterprise Architecture combines the core Troux capabilities with the project 
collaboration, work management and document sharing features of Projectplace, as well as the demand 
and idea management features of Planview’s Ideation Management. This solution is ideal for 
organizations looking to adapt a proactive approach to EA or to collaborate with others, both internally 
and externally. 
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“Leading enterprise architects recognize EA is an iterative process requiring people from multiple 
domains to work together, often requiring many revisions to the tasks they are trying to complete.” said 
Jeff Ellerbee, Troux solution marketing manager for Planview. “With this solution, teams experience 
ideation, collaboration, document sharing and communication in a set of products that operate in-sync 
and right out of the box, making their organizations immediately more productive.” 
The Solution for EA includes: 

· The Troux product line, a technology and capability management solution, presents a company’s 
portfolio information in rich visualizations and outputs, enabling organizations to make data-
driven business decisions. Recently, Planview extended the reporting and analytics offering of 
Troux to include executive dashboards and mobile access capabilities with the release the Troux 
Microsoft Power BI content pack. 

· Projectplace for Enterprise Architecture enables EAs to improve the productivity and 
coordination of virtual teams that are core to the EA role. EAs can quickly set up shared 
workspaces around common tasks and processes. EAs can organize teams, plan, assign and track 
work and share documents. Web links and document sharing allows interoperability between 
Projectplace and Troux. 

· Planview Ideation Management for Enterprise Architecture provides a new level of capability for 
EAs to capture the voice of their broad range of customers. The solution evaluates ideas and 
demands from teams, other employees, customers and partners before they become formal 
requests for projects. With automated idea capture, collaboration, voting, ranking, categorizing 
and the ability to create score cards, Planview Ideation Management ensures only relevant, 
feasible and high-payoff ideas are pursued. 

 “The role of EA leaders in technology innovation is to scan the horizon of emerging technologies to 
determine how they are being applied, and identify opportunities for the organization to innovate for 
competitive advantage. Innovation is a team sport, so the ability to capture ideas, from inside and 
outside the organization, is as important as the ideas generated by the EA practitioners themselves.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Trimble Introduces Compact, Dual Antenna, High-Accuracy GNSS Module for System Integrators 
4 May 2016 

Trimble introduced today the Trimble® MB-Two GNSS module. The MB-Two delivers highly accurate 
GNSS-based heading plus pitch or roll in an advanced industry standard form-factor for system 
integrators. The module's embedded Z-Blade™ GNSS technology uses all available dual-frequency 
GNSS signals equally, without any constellation preference, to deliver fast and stable centimeter-
accurate position and heading information. The MB-Two is an ideal solution for a wide variety of 
applications such as unmanned, agriculture, automotive, marine and military systems. 
The announcement was made today at AUVSI's XPONENTIAL 2016, the largest trade show for the 
unmanned systems and robotics industry. 
"System integrators demand high performance, reliability and support for their positioning solutions," 
said Elmar Lenz, general manager of Trimble's Integrated Technologies Division. "The MB-Two is 
designed for easy integration and rugged dependability. The size, weight and power specifications of the 
unit make it the ideal choice for smaller unmanned platforms." 
The MB-Two features an enhanced dual-core GNSS engine with 240 channels capable of tracking 
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L1/L2 frequencies from the GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and BeiDou constellations. The GNSS engine 
supports Trimble RTX™ correction services, including CenterPoint® RTX and RangePoint® RTX, 
delivered worldwide via L-Band satellite. The MB-Two combined with CenterPoint RTX delivers 
centimeter-level positioning without requiring a local base station or VRS network. 

Click here to return to Contents 

YuniquePLM® V7 and Software Subscription Now Available 
3 May 2016 

Gerber Technology announces the release of YuniquePLM as a software subscription in the cloud with 
its new version 7 release of the software. 
Configuring YuniquePLM V7 is easy to execute for businesses of all sizes with an intuitive user 
interface in either the cloud or enterprise installation – achieving faster return on investment for 
customers. With YuniquePLM V7, any user administrator can configure the application to match their 
business needs. They can create or hide fields and drag-and-drop fields across the application with a few 
simple clicks. YuniquePLM V7 is highly configurable, making it easy to use out of the box so 
companies can implement it faster to achieve optimum results. 
Additionally, V7 brings improved supply chain agility, collaboration, productivity and seamless 
integration with the industry's leading AccuMark® software. This integration allows users to effortlessly 
switch between AccuMark and YuniquePLM and eliminates the need to re-enter information, offering 
users the ability to create virtual samples and reduce costs and cycle times. 
"Gerber is the only PLM provider that offers a free online trial without any commitment or heavy setup 
and installation," saidClayton Parker, product manager of Gerber's YuniquePLM products. 
"YuniquePLM V7 is easy to try and now also easy to buy with our new online software as a subscription 
offering, with rates starting as low as $126 per month. With our cloud option, our customers can get 
PLM for fashion started with just a few clicks and start designing within hours." 
The cloud-based software subscription solution is flexible and scalable without the costly information 
technology infrastructure. It is the culmination of extensive customer feedback and is perfect for any 
sized fashion company looking for an industry-leading PLM solution. For small companies, it represents 
the first opportunity to get world-class PLM from the industry leader at a very affordable subscription 
rate, with minimal implementation effort and a wealth of self-learning tools on Gerber University. 
YuniquePLM V7 enterprise and cloud versions will be demonstrated at Texprocess in Atlanta, 
GA from May 3-5.  
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ZWSOFT Releases CADbro for Periodic Users to Access, Annotate, and Analyze 3D CAD Data 
3 May 2016 

ZWSOFT today released a full-featured and budget-friendly 3D CAD viewer, CADbro, for anyone to 
access, annotate & analyze engineering data, delivering highly efficient internal & external cooperation 
with greatly shortened time-to-market and large savings within project investment. 
“ZWSOFT has leveraged its years of MCAD experience to develop this powerful yet simple-to-learn 3D 
CAD viewer, CADbro,” said Colin Lin, Director of ZW3D Overseas Business. “It will deliver superior 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cadbrother.com%2F&esheet=51325172&newsitemid=20160503005001&lan=en-US&anchor=CADbro&index=2&md5=03004811660d7ddc065090b07bf8c6ae
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experience and value to those who want to view and communicate CAD data.” 
With over 20 major 3D CAD & neutral formats, like Catia, NX, Creo/ProE, SolidWorks, Parasolid, 
STEP, DWG/DXF and STL etc., supported in CADbro, users can easily access & interact with 3D CAD 
data without expensive CAD licenses. Moreover, CADbro has also incorporated smart commands to 
detect open edges and perform quick healing, if required. 
CADbro ships with topnotch 3D annotating functionalities, allowing even periodic users, like program 
managers, estimators, sales or marketers, to add dimensions, tolerance, symbols, or texts directly to the 
3D models, saving the great complexity and expenditure of maintaining dozens of CAD platforms. 
In a word, CADbro will help users focus and highlight certain areas of CAD files that are most vital to 
their particular projects. 
CADbro is packed with diversified query & analysis tools, so salespersons can take measurements to 
estimate and quote accurately without disturbing CAD engineers; project managers can verify the 
manufacturability of product structure and assembly without cumbersome and costly CAD platforms. 
Apart from the above handy features, CADbro has also incorporated flexible editing technologies, like 
Direct Edit, Curve Creating and Shape/Part Transfer, making it possible for users to make some tweaks 
on 3D CAD models. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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